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Town hall picketed I Expropriation won't
hurt association
I
Sidney town hall and works 
yard were picketed on Tuesday 
by CUPE Local 401 in an 
extension of the strike against 
the Vancouver Island Regional 
Library. Outside work was 
shut down and only senior 
administrtors were on hand at 
the hall, which remained open.
Administrator Geoff Logan 
said that the Greater Victoria
Labour Relations Association, 
which represents the town in 
union negotiations, would be 
applying for an injunction to 
have the picketing stopped.
A spokesman for the union 
maintained the picketing was 
legal because the municipality 
provides funds for the regional 
library. He said the pickets 
would probably remain only
part of the day.
On Monday Port Alberni 
was picketed, he said, but 
since it was a labor town
municipal officials had not 
taken any action. He indicated
no more picketing was likely 
belore Thursday and Friday
when negotiations were ex­
pected to be taking place.
/ X
Dennis Paquette and Hank Visser from Sidney-North Saanich chamber of ̂ commerce helped 
line up new tourist information booth on foundations when it was lifted into place Oct. 28 
by massive mobile crane. Built by Stan Bamford’s shop class at SteUy's school, building is 




Halowe’en on the peninsula 
was the quietest in years. Both 
Central Saanich police and 
Sidney RCMP reported ab­
solutely no vandalism, although 
Sidney had a few complaints 
about egg-throwing and 
firecrackers.
The wet weather may have 
been part of the reason, but not 
only were there no reports of 
damage to private property, no 
municipal signs were down, and 
there were no roadblocks.
Staff. Sgt, Ken Watson at 
Sidney commended local young 
people on their good behavior, 
saying that a safe and sane 
Hallowe’en was really ap­
preciated.
It wasn’t necessarily an­
ticipated. There were 27 men on 
duty at the detachment (hat 
night, with eight on foot patrol 
on Beacon A VC.
In Central Saanich everything 
was on the positive side. Most of 
the little,, trick or treaters were 
accompanied by parents, and 
were wearing something light- 
renecling just as police hud 
suggested.
Even a Hallowe’en prank was 
appreciated. Someone put up a 
sign on the sewage tank ex­
cavation on Brentwood Drive 
announcing "Brentwood Bay 
Subway, another first for Central 
Saanich." It was so well done 
that the public works department 
planned to leave it there.
Campaign long 
way to go
Siduey-Noiih Saanich United 
Way campaign for funds to date 
totals $14,248 and still has a long 
way to go to achieve the goal —• 
$36,754, The campaigrl has been 
extended two weeks until Nov.
for discussion
Sidney council’s committee of 
the whole discussed two separate 
applications Nov. 2 for rezoning 
land in the industrial area. The 
rezoning would be the first step 
to allow the Whyte-Ellehammer 
development plan for multiple 
housing units of intermediate 
density to be built on land east of 
the Pat Bay Highway at the end 
of Amelia Ave.
The plan submitted, .showed a 
heavy berm used to screen the 
housing development from the 
adjacent industrial area.
Committee was uncertain 
whether developers wished to 
consolidate or develop the 
properties separately and decided 
to table the applications until
both applicants could sit down 
with council and staff and discuss 
how they plan to proceed.
Under new busine.ss. Aid. Stan 
Bamford gained the support of 
the other aldermen when he 
proposed that serious con­
sideration be given to the 
possibility of offering land as at 
least partial compensation for the 
land proposed to be expropriated 
from the Sanscha property, and 
that no further actions he un­
dertaken towards the ex­
propriation until this matter has 
been thoroughly explored.
"1 don’t think monetary 
settlement is necessarily the best 




Halloween prank that hurt no one and pleased everybody Is 
sign that appeared Saturday night where massive storage 
tank for sewage is being built under Brentwood Drive. 
Central Saanich works foreman Elwood Marshall is more 
inclined to a/joiv it off than to take it down, John (iricn inmio
Sanscha Hall and its adjoining 
grounds on Beacon Avenue are 
being held in trust for the people 
ol Sidney and North Saanich — 
and land from it cannot be 
purchased, it must be ex­
propriated, says Sidney Mayor 
Norma Sealey, replying to a 
recent report that some directors 
of Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association 
(SANSCHA) have indicated to 
the town the land is not for sale.
"How could it be?" said 
Sealey Friday. "SANSCHA 
directors did not refuse to sell — 
they were not asked!"
The mayor said only a 
relatively small piece of the 
property is being expropriated 
and "that should not affect the 
overall operation of SAN- 
SGHA." Compensation for 
expropriation could be used to 
improve the facility for the 
benefit of the people, she 
suggested.
And she wonders — why is it 
expected that . land be traded 
instead? Other improvements 
which SANSCHA cannot 
currently afford are surely just as 
beneficial, she points out.
She scotched the rumor that 
Tulista Park would be used in a 
"swap.’’,' And town ad­
ministrator Geoff Logan^ ex­
plained/Tulista is a dedicated 
^p^k by referendum:-and xannot: 
/ St/i^d .as anything else than a; 
;:;publie;park:'x":./
,, A fbport that a move to set 
court dates to acquire the land 
vvas put on the back-burner was 
explained by Sealey who said 
highways wanted a survey before 
expropriation. It was decided we 
may as well have it all done at the 
same time; then we know what 
we need, Sealey explained.
There arc two separate ex­
propriations — one by the town 
to construct the one-way couplet 
on Bevan and Beacon, planned to 
go ahead soon— the other by the 
ministry of highways for the 
interchange, which may not go 
ahead for two years.
Sealey explained the two 
phases in the traffic plan are tied 
together in terms of planning but 
can — and will be — installed 
separately.
And she said the one-way 
couplet will go ahead when "we 
Itave title to the land”, which will 
be soon.
She likens SANSCHA's case to 
Mow’s Market on Mow’s Hill. 
When ilie ministry of higliways 
• widened Pul Bay Highway the 
owner wouldn’t sell. The land 
was expropriated, lliai action was 
fouglit and wont to court,
"It went on for months but the 
highway got consiriicled in the 
meantime,” Sealey,said,
Sealey said the ministry of 
highways will eventually con­
struct the interchange at Beacon 
and the highway and will (hen 
have to expropriate for that 
purpose -- even if it is not done 
now. "Better to do the whole 
thing at once and then SAN- 
SCI lA kpows wlicrc it stands and 
can plan improvements ac­
cordingly."
' Property expropriated will be 
financially compensated for in 
due course but the settlement 
may only be made after 
prolonged negotiations or even 
arbitration -- it is taxpayers’ 
rnoney just as the property is in 
the name of taxpayers, Sealey 
pointed out.
: llie work can proceed, 
however, in order to have the 
benefit of the new couplet as
iioon as pu!i.;til<Ic, .she said.
Th'-'; mayor explained that 
council’s decision to develop the 
one-way couplet was the result of 
ti iinanimons recommendation by 
the ministry of highway,s, the
RCMP and traffic consultants.
The mayor added the move 
was in the interests of the 
community as a whole, rather 
than considering SANSCHA — 
"as SANSCHA is doing for its 
own little interest."
It’s an overall concept against 
an itemized interest — there are 
bigger things at stake than a bit 
of property at Sanscha, she said.
Sealey agreed that sentiment 
was at the root of some people’s 
anger at the expropriation — the 
oldtimers built Sanscha Hall and 
are proud of it and it has served 
the neighborhood well.
Sealey said she was a part of 
that, too, but reiterated that 
SANSCHA won’t really be hurt 
by the expropriation, that 
compensation will provide much 
needed money to update 
facilities.
Expropriation cuts into the 
parking lot and interferes with 
one ball diamond "which ap-' 
patently isn’t used much,” Sealey 
said. She believes extra parking 
spaces can be picked up in the 
shuffle and the only loss will be. 
the ball diairiond. “We’re 
looking at other possibilities to 




A Sidney youth drowned 
Saturday when he was swept 
away while attempting to cross 
flooded Mosquito Creek in North 
Vancouver.
A spokesman for the family in 
Sidney told The Review that 
Glenn Allan Barker, 16, of 8754 
Forest Park Drive, was visiting a 
friend for Hallowe’en when the 
mishap occured.
The Barker family moved to 
Sidney from North Vancouver in 
May. Memorial services \vill be 
held at First Memorial in North 
Vancouver.
North Saanich council voted 
Monday to go ahead with 
construction of the new library 
building at a price of $484,400, 
provided the provincial gover­
nment comes, through with an 
expected one-third share.
Aid. Dermid Bingham and 
Edgar Farthing continued to 
oppose the expenditure to the 
bitter end, but were voted down.
Bingham, who is the council’s 
library representative, reported 
that a joint committee with 
Sidney had recommended ap­
proval of the contract, with J.L, 
Dunlop Constructi Ltd,
The contractor is non-union, 
and so are most of the sub­
contractors, while those that are 
unionized have given assurance 
that the work will not be in­
terrupted. The contractor will be 
bonded.
Council also approved a 
motion by Aid. .lay Rangel to ask 
Sidney to participate in a study of 
alternatives to RCMP policing.
Rangel noted that an 
agreement greatly increasing the 
cost of RCMP service to 
municipalities had been arrived at 
since North Saanich voted to 
employ the RCMP, and .said this 
raised the possiblity that com- 
mimity policing, in co-operation 




Sidney-North Saanich chamber 
of commerce plans an all- 
candidate meeting for Sidney 
hopefuls at 7:30 p.m. Nov, 12 at 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall on 
4(h Street, Sidney. Other 
meetings .scheduled include:
•Saanich Cablcvision, channel 
10, ho.stcd by Derek .lamc.s: -- 
Nov, 12 at 8 p.m. North Saanich 
citndidalc.s*. Nov. 17 a! 8 p.m., 
Saanich school board candidates; 
Nov, 19 at 8 p.m. Sidney can­
didates.
•Sliver I breads at 10030 
Rest haven have arranged two 
meetings;—- North Saanich 
crtndidatfw nt I J' lO p jn. Nov'. 13 
and Sidney candidates at 1 p.m. 
Nov. 16.
A two-year-old male cougar 
measuring six feet from nose to 
tail was shot in Central Saanich 
Sunday near the Historical 
Artifacts Society property.
Central /Saanich/ chief T Bob 
Miles said Tuesday that Art 
^Gardner pL'th^ artifacts 'society, 
reported two dead sheep Oct. 29 
at the property.
After^ a^ investigation of thet 
carcasses and Tenvirons it was: 
almost certain that the Attack had 
been made by a cougar.
Nanaimo predator control 
officer Dan Lay of the fish and 
wildlife branch hunted the cougar 
with his dogs Sunday and was 
assisted by local conservation 
officer Jack Lenfestey.
They found and shot the 
courgar and surmised,, that the 
animal had probably been sick to 





All four occupants were in­
jured, two of them seriously, 
when a pickup truck went off 
Mount Newton Crossroad in the 
2600 block at 10:23 a.m. Sunday 
and rolled 30 or 40 feet down a 
sleep bank.
Gary Sam, Brentwood Bay, 
was taken to Royal Jubilee 
Hospital with internal abdominal 
injuries and broken ribs. Ho was 
thrown fronv the car as it was 
rolling.
.lohii Sampson, Brentwood 
Bay, suffered facial injuries, 
back Injuries and' possible 
fractured ribs. Frank Casimlr, 
Washington State was cut. Both 
were taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital but Casimir was 
rclca.scdaftci treatment.
The driver, .loan Wilson, 
Brentwood Bay, was not taken to 
ho.splinl at the time but later was 
trcaied for whiplash.
deadlines
Becaiisc of the Nov, 11 
holiday. The Review will be 
published next Tuesday, Nov. 10, 
instead of Wednesday/Deadline 
lor classilicd advertisements is 
Iriday, display advertising 
deadline is noon Saturday, All 
editorial stihmissions — columns, 
letters, articles, etc,/-*- must be 
received by 6 p.m. Friday,
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TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE
The Council of the Town of Sidney intends to adopt a bylaw pro­
viding for the transfer and exchange of certain lands to relocate 
the eastern 333 feet (approximately) of White Birch Road, and 
such bylaw is open to inspection at the Town Hall during regular 
office hours until November 18th, 1981.
ALLIANCE
•Alliance Church ■ Sidney. Pastor Mel Hoskyn, Greenglade School. PlSt Unnon Way
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrews ■ Rev, David Fuller 
9586 • 3rd Street. Sidney , .
•St. Mary’s
•SI. Stephens • Rev, Ian Fuller,
St. Stephens Rd.
•Brentwood Parish Church • Rev. Canon Rogers. 792 Sea Drive, Brentwood Bay 
•HolyTrinity - Rev, D. Mallins. Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd. ■ North Saanich
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship • Pastor N.B. Harrison................................. .....................
2269 Mills Rd.. Sidney ........................................................................
•Friendship Baptist Church ■ Pastor Ernie Kratolil. Slelly's School. 1627 Slelly's Cross Rd 
•Sluggett Memorial Church. 7008 N. Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay - Pastor V Nordstrom 
•Elk Lake Community Church - Rev J.C.A. Barton. 5363 Pal Bay Highvray...................
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption, 7726 West Saanich Rd,
•St. Elirabeth's Church. 10030 Third St.. Sidney........................................................
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Church ■ Pastor Tom Gardner .
9925- 5lh St.. Sidney. ; ........................... ..........
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
•Beracah Bible Church • Pastor Foy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamsterly Rd.....................
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church - Pastor Dennis J . Papp. 2295 Weiler Ave: ...
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlleld Road Gospel Chapel - Rev Ken W. Finstad. 5506 Oldlield Road. (P.A.O.C.).




Betty Waterton of North 
Saanich will be one of 14 
Canadian authors visiting 
communities across Canada in 
the forthcoming Children’s Book 
Festival, Nov. 16-21, and reading 
to children in libraries and 
schools in Newfoundland and 
Labrador.
Waterton is author of the 1978 
award-winning A Salmon for 
Simon, and Pettranella.
Winner of
The Lion’s Club 400
Oct. 29th Draw 
WALTER DER 
Ticket #115








A Sidney man is angry because 
he says an eight-unit luxury 
apartment block will be built 
nearby the house he bought just 
over a year ago, close to the 
waterfront.
Colin Savage, 9740 Eastview, 
says he and other neighbors on 
the block (Bevan, Fir Street and 
Eastview) were assured by Mayor 
Norma Sealey there would be no 
construction in the waterfront 
area.
Savage claims he was misled 
and says he’s put his house up for 
sale.
He also charges council will get 
30 feet of waterfront out of the 
deal in exchange for road 
allowances if Victoria real estate 
developer Ben Henderson puts up 
the apartment building.
Savage claims he’s been 
“wiped out’’ and the Clipper 
Restaurant on Bevan has also 
been “wiped out’’ because the 
apartment would block the 
restaurant’s waterfront view. 
That’s why the restaurant owner 
has applied for conversion to a 





Lihan Pizza LUNCH 
SPECIAL 
OF WE DAY
11 a m. - 2 p.m:
PLUS Choice of Soup or Salad, 
Coffee or Tea & Dessert.
We are located at 
7120 W. Saanich Road
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9776 • 4th St., Sidney
llchmrt ihn Cosl Olhcummumom 
FISH & CHIPS
BREAKFAST. LUNCH • RINNEh
Opiin Djily 7,.10 • 7 30 pm Closed 5iina,iy
Complete Take Out Service 656-1621
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
Joan & Qoorgo
OWN CAILV Tun, thiy SihPdty 
11:30 i.m. • 7:30 p.m.
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PENINSULA DINEBIS know about 
YOUR PLACE TO EAT,
CALL NOW: 656‘llSl to rosom this space.
You'll find B wide varloly ol food lailcs listed oach week in our dining guldo, Whatever 
yoii'ro interosterl in troni Chino.so to Pizza, the Peninsula area has the restaurant,
Silver Dragon Restaurant 
Uhinoso I'ood at 
Raasonablo Prices
OAIIV lUHCll SrtCIAL
PICK UP * TAKE out
2470il«ac(m 656-1S12
Savage claims council’s “pay­
off” to the restaurant is to give 
the application for a pub an easy 
passage “to keep them quiet.”
He says he doesn’t want to see 
a pub there, he doesn’t want the 
apartment block to go ahead and 
feels it’s the “thin edge of the 
wedge as far as the public being 
able to use this property.”
Savage says in his view the 
waterfr.ont should be for the 
public and developed for the 
public for all time.
Sealey doesn’t disagree with 
Savage on that point. “1 have 
said — and I will say it again — If 
I can do anything to prevent 
development on that waterfront I 
will do so — legally speaking.”
But the problem, Sealey says, 
is that the developer has picked 
up an option on three lots on the 
waterfront side of Eastview from 
hotel owner Denis Paquette. The 
lots are zoned industrial and “if a 
proposal came in for an in­
dustrial development on those 
lots it wouldn’t even need to 
come to me — it would go 
straight downstairs (municipal
office) if it conformed.”
She says council’s attitude is 
not favorable to anything being 
built on the waterfront but it 
can’t afford “to pick up the 
lots.”
If we want waterfront and 
can’t afford to buy it we have to 
look at trading, she says.
Council already has a strip of 
waterfront east of Eastview, 
Sealey says, and would like a 
promenade linking Oakville to 
Bevan — it would be a strip of 
waterfront park which should, 
ideally, be in the public domain, 
she added.
The mayor confirmed there 
had been no formal land swap or 
proposal todate but says there 
had been discussion only.
Whatever happens, she says, 
the proposal must come before 
council for rezoning and a public 
hearing.
She dismissed Savage’s 
allegation that council was giving 
the application for a neigh­
borhood pub an easy passage. 
The decision does not lie with 
council, she says.




the Pipes, Drums clnd Dancers
Rofal Scots 
Prageon Claris
ARE ON THEtR WAY TO
¥IC¥ORIA lEiORIAL MENA’ 
FRIDAY, MOVEiyiBER 6 — 8 p.m.
ALL SEATS RESERVED $9.50. $8.50 $7.50 
SPECIAL PRICES O.A.P. and CHILDREN IN PERSON 
$1.00 OFF REGULAR PRICES 
TICKETS MOW ON SALE 10:00 A.M.-5 P.M.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
ARENA, MAYFAIR MALL, HiLLSiDE MALL, BRANDYWINE, 
KEV BOOGIE SOUND-SIDNEV, SOOKE TV
An Open letter from
George Westwoodl
Many ot you know mo personally and my record of Sorvice In the 
District and also in Regional and Federal fields, To those whom I 
have not niet but hope lo before the election, I say simply that I 
have kept well informed on the issues in our Municipality and 
believe that serious financial problems are looming if we do not 
gel back to the basics of a good government,
The people here in our part of the Peninsula have clearly in­
dicated lhal they wish to live in a sate, clean, well-serviced com­
munity in harmony with the environment, The challenge is to 
acheive and maintain that condition at lair and understandable 
cost to the hard pressed tax payer, I am confident that, working 
with a responsible Council, I can meet the challenge and protect 
your Interest.
I ask you for your support in thr; forthcoming nlnction on Ratur’-
day November 21.st, ■ '
George Westwood
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Sidney aldermanic race
Bnrdon wants to put
fox in the chicken coop
There’s more than one burning 
issue to be debated in Sidney 
aldermanic elections, says 
contender Loyd Burdon, a 30- 
year-old realtor of 2200 Calvin.
The traffic plan is one issue but 
it’s also important to decide in 
which direction the town is going, 
Burdon says.
He says he’s running for office 
because he’s concerned with the 
direction council is taking the 
town. He wants to conserve 
Sidney’s character, the small 
town atmosphere, and the one 
main street.
Tied in with that, Burdon says, 
is the fact that council makes 
major decisions about changing 
the character of the town without 
input from the public.
“The way council announced 
the traffic plan is a good example 
— it was a fait accompli,’’ 
Burdon charges. “It was 
presented as a plan that would go 
ahead anyway.’’
He described the traffic plan as 
“overkill — using a 
sledgehammer to swat a fly.’’ He 
insists there’s a “cheaper way to 
do it.’’ We have a problem for a 
few hours daily so why such a 
plan when we’re only affected at 
certain periods,? he questions.
He suggests the town install 
traffic lights at 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
streets and at Resthaven and tune 
them together in conjunction 
with pedestrian control walks. 
“If we get these co-ordinated 
we’d get the traffic flowing at the 
same time.’’
He sums up; The proposed 
traffic plan is not necessary, there 
are cheaper ways to deal with the j 
problem and he doesn’t like the ' 
way it’s being implemented.
He also queries whether 
council should be embarking pp,. 
\yhat he,i;hallsj“mega-projects’’: 
such as jthe traffic plan bHiatise
Loyd Burdon
they raise taxes. “We must get a 
grip on the purse strings as the 
federal and provincial govern­
ments are doing,’’ he says, ad­
ding both governments have cut 
back drastically on cost-sharing 
programs and questions whether
Sidney will get its 50 per cent cost 
sharing in the traffic plan 
project.
On council, Burdon says, “we 
have a very strong mayor and 
very weak aldermen — they tend 
not to question proposals.’’
Obviously, she’s (the mayor) 
done her homework so there’s no 
questioning, Burdon says. “We 
need a strong aldermanic bunch 
to balance our strong mayor.’’
He puts it another way. “We 
need to put a fox in the chicken 
coop and throw a few feathers 
around.”
Burdon would like to re­
examine the official community 
plan, particularly zoning, where 
one and two-bedroom homes 
house the elderly and the plan 
calls for high density zoning, he 
says. “When people retired here 
that’s not what they wanted.”
Burdon admits he doesn’t 
know what the solution is. The 
town has to open and grow, he 





MAKE A NICE 
Christmas Gift 
‘Ladies & Mens 




Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves), Colouring
JMftRiHfi COURT on 2nd Street 
Tues.-Sai 8:30-5:30 " 6564443
.RUST’S
JEWELLERS
3 BEACON AVE. OSG-:
NOTICE OF POLL
PUBLIC NOTICE Is hereby given to the electors ot the Municipality that a poll is necessary at the election now pending 
and. that the persons nominated as candidates at the eiection lor whom votes will be received are;
ALDERMAN ■ 2 YEAR TERM 1982/83 - SIX (6) TO BE ELECTED
Ggrnaitio Other Names Residential Address Occupation
BAMFOPD ERNEST STANLEY 2011 Linda Place. Sidney Teacher
BURDON WILLIAM LOYU 2220 Calvin Ave,, Sidney Salesman
CALDER JOHN 2502 Beaufort Rd,, Sidney Electrician
ETHIl-R BERNARD HENRY 2245 James While Blvd., Sidney Engineer
l.ANG JAMES 10173 Melissa SL, Sidney Retired
MARTIN ROSS H. T. 2010 Courser Dr,, Sidney Teacher
McCANDUSH NORMAN ELDLN 10292 Besthaven Dr,, Sidney Retired
SQWlIRBY ELEANOR LLIZABE1"H , 9884 FIHh SL, Sidney ‘ , Housewile
SCHOOL TRUSTEE - 2 YEAR TERM 1982/83 - ONE (1) TO BE ELECTED
H.OTT JOSEPH WILLIAM 1329 Tapping RcL, North Saiinich Retired
OROM CAROL MARIE 795 Ardmore Dr,, North Saanich' Homemaki
The poll will bo oponrid a! Iho Sidney Llomonlary School, Henry AvoniKj and 7lh Street, Sidnoy, B.C, on Saturday, 
the 2lst day ol November. 1981, bolwoon Iho hours ol 8 a.m.' and 8 p.m...
An advanced poll will be hold at Ihe Town Hall, 24d0 Sidney Avonuo, Sidnoy. on Wednesday, the 18lh day ol 
November, 1981, between ibe hours ol 9 a,m, and 4 p.rn, lor those electors who exprjcl to he absent Irom the 
Town on Polling Day or, througb clrctirnsiancns beyond their control, will not lie ablir toatlond the Poll on Polling 
Day' or are, for toasons ol conscience, prevented Itorri voting on Polling Day,
every pru son is bereby required to lakrj notice ot the above and’govern hlmsoll accordingly,




















1 LB. PKG. .,
LUNCHEON
liEATS
MAPLE LEAF SLICED 
BOLOGNA, MAC & CHEESE, 
MOCK CHICKEN
CANADA GRADE ‘A' FREEZER BEEF
SIDES HINDS FRONTS 
$|68 $|84 $|34
LB.
SIDES OF PORK....... 24
175gpkg...... . . . . . PKG.
. .LB.
PRICE INCLUDES CUTTING, WRAPPING AND FREEZING
CuttiBC), ttnnmiiu) and uoninti will tnciease Uu* net cost per pouno
SCHNEIDER'S 
FROZEN 500g









SCHNEIDERS SWEET & SOUR
500g .PKG.
PICKLES $1 ig
24fl. oz. ^ I



















350 mL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WELCH’S
GRAPE JUICE
40fLoz.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KRAFT
MIRACLE WHJIP
1 Litre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M.J.B. INSTANT
COFFEE
10 oz... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BARI PART SKIM MOZZARELLA
CHEESE
IGOZ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
McLaren BABY DILL
PICKLES
1 litre... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













5 Loaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DAD’S OATMEAL
COOKIES
15.9 01. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAPLE LEAF FLAKES OF
TURKEY
184 oz..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BRUNSWICK
SARDINES
INSOYR01L3'/4 0I. . . . . . . . . .
KRAFT
PEANUTBUHER
750g.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PARKAY
MARGARINE
31b,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SEMIAUL
CRAB MEAT
142g,..,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KRAFT CHEESE
PIZZA MIX
5008 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Nortli Saanich divides 
into two camps
There are no parties in municipal politics but on North 
Saanich council there is a very clear division into two 
camps.
Every alderman (and every candidate) will say that he 
will support those things he believes the municipality 
really needs, but will oppose unnecessary spending.
When it comes to a vote, however, it is plain that 
aldermen Bingham and Farthing put the emphasis on the 
second of those platitudes, while Gumming, Cornford 
and Parrott put the emphasis on the first.
And while it is certainly possible for men with op­
posing views to compromise and work well together, in 
North Saanich it hasn’t happened. Matters came to a 
head in the dispute over the Wain Road water line, when 
the “gang of six’’, including Bingham and Farthing, 
succeeded in blocking a plan the majority on council 
supported, but bitterness and recriminations entered the 
picture long before that.
This month’s elections might have solved the problem, 
but as it happens Farthing and Bingham are running for 
one-year terms, Cornford, Gumming and Parrott for 
two. Should all the incumbents be elected, and par­
ticularly if another of the “gang of six’’, Trevor Davis, 
wins the other one-year term, prospects for the 1982 
council will be very dim indeed.
We would suggesty therefore, that if voters of North 
Saanich want a council that can work in harmony they 
would be wise to choose between the two sides and if 
they wish to: support one set of incumbents they should 
not vote for the other.
Settlement
urged
Your readers may be interested 
to know that the following letter 
has been circulated to 
representatives on the board of 
management of the VIRL, the 
B.C. Government Employees 
Union and CUPE by the Friends 
of the Vancouver Island Regional 
Library:
“The Friends of the VIRL are 
becoming increasingly concerned 
with the current stalemate in 
negotiations between the 
BCGEU, CUPE and the library 
board negotiators. Residents are 
being frustrated by the absence of 
library service.
The Friends urge that 
negotiations towards a settlement 
be undertaken as soon as 
possible. We feel that goodwill 
and co-operation can produce a 
fair and equitable settlement for 
all concerned — but only if both 
sides are prepared to negotiate at 
the bargaining table. We urge an 
early and amicable resolution to 
this unhappy situation.
With the hope that this plea 
will be favourably considered by
both sides we are
The Friends of the VIRL 
Nell Horth - president 
10837 Deep Cove Road
Fight postal 
rates
Time is running out for the 
Canadian general public 
regarding the proposed postal 
rates, which are going to be fixed 
by the parliament in December. 
So, if any of you out there still 
have not done something con­
structive, like write to your MP, 
or Mr. Ouelett, or Mr. Michael 
Warren, or even Mr. Trudeau, 
then now is the time to do it. Let 
them know how you feel about 
the terrible service and the too 
frequent strikes, and that you’re 
not prepared to pay excessively 
for either.
But, do it now. There is still 
time, a month. After all, who 
knows how long it will take your 
letter to get all the way to 
Ottawa? Even the Canada Post 
can’t answer that one. And ifyou 
do write to any of the above, do it 
postage free, in care of the House
of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario!
H.G. Hitchen 
1979 Dean Park Road
Misleading
information
I wish to address a couple of 
points of misleading information 
which have been staled by the 
group BEFE (Better Education 
for Everyone).
Firstly, the matter of a por­
table school building which was 
sold 'by School District 63 to 
Cordova Bay United Church. 
This building is a portable office 
building thus not at all suitable 
for use as a classroom to alleviate 
the overcrowding at some of our 
schools.
Secondly, the petition for a 
referendum on French im­
mersion. Apparently, this 
petition contained some 950 
names. Some of the people who 
signed this petition are them­
selves bilingual and some are 
keen supporters of the immersion 
program.
I hope that the 950 people who 
signed will be equally vocal
With spinnakers billowing in wind, members of Canoe Bay Sailing Club race for finish line 
after rounding last mark Oct. 24, Club holds races weekends with finish line at Beacon
I : '"'Xorn'Cronk Photo,
during the current school trustee 
election campaign.
I furthermore commend our 
school board for having made the 
responsible decision not to 
conduct a referendum. Such an 
action could have set a precedent 
leading to the system of 
education by referendum, as 
operates in some states in the 
U.S.
It would indeed be a sorry day 
if we ever reached that state of 
non-confidence in our electoral 
system.
Mrs. Robyn Sale 
39-7925 Simpson Rd.
Saanichton
'Bun ’ Warren 
wants letters
Having written so many letters 
to you, when 1 lived in the Sidney 
area, now that 1 am a proper 
resident of New Zealand, 1 
believe 1 should write this one 
letter to you from here.
We are well and indeed happy 
too, and the same applies to our 
family, which was our reason for 
coming here, to be nearer "to 
them.
They live on their sheep, and 
beef cattle “station” 35 miles 
from Taupo, so we see them quite 
often, either out at their station 
or here at our house.
We bought a very nice three- 
bedroom house for $45,000 and 
that included a very beautiful 
mature garden in which there is a 
Lemon Tree! Being unac­
customed to growing any cirtus, 
we are delighted to find that our 
tree provides us with up to a 
dozen lemons a day and they are 
delicious. It has been fruiting and 
flowering ever since we bought 
last June, which is mid-winter 
here!
Now that spring is well 
established here, our property is a 
' blaze of colour, camellias,
■ rhododendrons, Japanese 
quince, 'tall yellow ■ forsythia, 
mimosa, lemon blossoms, as well. 
Las fruit, magnolia, kowhai and
mM
By RICHARD CROZIER 
While cynics might dismiss the 
local attention curently being 
focused on French immersion 
classes as a “tempest in a 
teapot,” it is becoming in­
creasingly .obvious that this issue 
has broader ramifications.
Our present federal govern­
ment, after spending millions of 
taxpayer dollars in a less than 
successful attempt to bilingualize 
civil servants, has apparently 
decided to redirect its efforts 
towards our young children.
Led by new official language 
commissioner, Max Yaldcn, this 
latest strategy appears to have 
four main components. First, to 
“encourage” local school boards 
to implement instruction-in- 
French-only classes by providing 
50 per cent of start-up costs; i.c., 
priming the pump.
Second, by organizing parental 
pressure groups “to demand” 
that provincial governments and 
local school boards provide more 
French-only clas,scs.
Third, establishing exchange 
programs for French immersion 
students with francophone 
families, Fourth, by pre-ssuring 
universities to accept only those 
applicants who cun meet their 
French language requirement.
It is significant to note that the 
official title for the provincial 
curriculum taught in French is 
Programme Cadre. A check of 
your dictionary will reveal that 
his means “a programme to 
prepare a nucleus of trained 
personnel capable of assuming 
control and of training others.”
At a recent Vancouver meeting 
of the Canadian Parents for 
French Association, Yalden told 
the 225 delegates that the new 
federal strategy is working very 
well indeed. He cited figures to 
show that French-only classes 
have increased 39 per cent from 
last year to 6882 .students in 26 
British Columbia public school 
districts.
At that rate, over 26,000 
children, or about 1,300 
classrooms, will have been taken 
over by the 1985-86 school year! 
(That’s probably a con.scrvative 
estimate.)
It is obvious (hat beleaguered 
local school irusiccs will face 
even more prcs.sures in ihc near 
future. For example, if they 
continue to yield to pressures for 
French immersion cla.sscs, a great 
many Englisli-spenking students 
and teachers will be driven out of 
their neighbourhood schools. „
Large numbers of parents who
want English language in­
struction for their children will, 
have to drive (or bus) their 
children to another school. Many 
English-speaking teachers will be 
advised that their teaching 
positions no longer exist. The 
cost for new materials, films, 
textbooks, library resources, etc., 
(written exclusively in French) 
will greatly increase.
All of the above will result in 
more demands on angry tax­
payers who arc already reeling 
under the combined effects of 
inflation and high interest rates.
Will French immersion clas.scs 
produce the completely bilingual
one can only wonder about the 
devastating frustrations of trying 
to master these key skills when 
the instructor is talking ex­
clusively in a foreign language.
Undoubtedly, the drop-out ^ 
rate will be high, as will be the 
demand for more remedial and 
learning assistance programs. 
Presumably, there will also be an 
increased need for more special 
education programs in both 
English and/or French (i.e, more 
school taxes).
Another fallacy relates to the 
concept of “immersion”. It is 
generally agreed that the easiest 
(only?) way to acquire a second
By Richard Crozier
Canadian so valued by the 
federal government? I think not. 
The label of “French irn- 
mersiou” is highly misleading. In 
reality, what is seriou.sly being 
proposed is that elementary aged 
children be (aiiglu all their 
esseiiiial basic skills in Fi’cmicIi, 
(Somewhere, I'urihcr along the 
line, ilicy will somehow also learn 
enough English .skills to cope.
If we arc to believe the many 
critics who loutlly bemoan the 
lack of basic English skills in 
gniduiUcs of etirront programs,
language is to immerse oneself in 
a culture that uses only that 
language (c.g., Quebec). Such is 
presently not the ease in mo.st 
areas of B.C.
Over the course of any given 
year children spend about 90 per 
cent of their time outside the 
inlTucncc of the classroom. 
Children who arc enrolled in 
FrtMich'Only classes will 
obviously be “coninminatcd” by 
the English innucnce of family 
members, friends, radio, 
television etc., etc., while outside
their classrooms. Such a situation 
hardly qualifies as immersion.
Logically, parents who truly 
believe total immersion is 
essential in order to ma.ster 
French, should seriously consider 
moving or sending their children 
to schools in Quebec, where the 
use of English is “discouraged” 
by a government that shares that 
belief.
Assuming lhal school boards 
yield to federal and local pressure 
for more French-only classes, the 
quc.stion arises as lo who will 
teach these special groups. Few 
English-speaking teachers (raised 
outside Quebec) possess the skill 
to speak French well, let alone 
lencli in French.
As the federal government’s 
ailempts to make Francophones 
out of civil servants clearly 
.showed, second language skills 
are not easily acquired. Most 
ecrlainly, trying to develop such 
nticney by taking one or two 
more university summer courses 
will not .suffice.
As a result, school atl- 
minislaiors will be forced (a) to 
hire only new teachers who arc 
completely fluent in ITench and 
(b) to terminate otherwise highly 
qualified and experienced 
teachers who arc unahle to meet
the French mastery requirements.
Even now, there are hundreds 
of unemployed English-speaking 
teachers actively seeking em­
ployment in B.C. and thousands 
more currently attending 
Canadian universities preparing 
for a teaching career. The 
decision to push full steam ahead 
in implementing French-only 
classes spells .professional and 
financial disaster for many.
'^hc final irony is that the 
patents, teachers and children 
who will be displaced by in- 
struction-in-French-only classes 
will ultimately have to foot the 
bill for these same classes in the 
form of much higher school 
taxes!
The time has come to face 
thc.se issues squarely — before 
it’s too late. Surely there is a 
more reasonable and financially 
viable way to improve the quality 
of l-rcnch langtiage insiruetion in 
our school systems. The social 
and financial costs of French- 
only instruction arc simply 
iinaeceptable at tliis time. Let’s 
eneoiirage our school ad­
ministrators arid trustees to place 
a moratorium on more French- 
only clascs tmtil more re.seiiich 




From (lie Nov. 3, 1921, issue of
The Review
Two weeks of .stormy weather 
were climaxed Oct. 24 when the 
steamship Otter, en route for 
Victoria from Snturna Island, 
had lo turn around and tie up 
because It could make no 
headway ugain-st a raging sea,
W «if
Thirly-.six lives were lost In a 
flood that swept away homes in 
Bttiiiuua Beach.
50 YEARS AGO
From (he Oe(. 29, 19.31, issue of
The Review ,
Under the heading “Do You
Remember”, The Review 
reported tliat ilie first stage line, 
to run to Nortli Saanich was 
started by Messrs. IMaskett and 
Glide in 1864. It left Victoria at 
n a.m. every other day, 
returning first thing the following 
morning.
' >|l ^ ■
D Company, of tlu; 2nti 
ilaitalion ol i he Caiiadiau 
Scottish was inspected at Bay 
Street Armouries, with 30 
member;:, uf, the 13Ui riaiuuii 
from Salt Spring, Island taking 
taut.
40 YE ARS AGO
From llic Nov. 5, 1981, Issue of
The Review
Because of a lack of people 
willing lo liolp in running the 
North Saanich Service Club, the 
executive decided to .sell the 
building to another organi/iiiion 
(understood to be lire Nortli 
Saanich branch of the Canadian 
Legion) hut only on condition 
tliai it continue to be used as a 
coinmunity centre and not be 
turned into a wet canteen,
.30 YEARS AGO
From the Ocl . 31, 1951, Issue of
rhe Review
The new Hotel Sidney, just 
completed at a cost of $1.50,000, 
is to be open for public in­
spection from 1 to 5 p.m. Nov. 4.
♦ * *
Local member of parliament 
Maj. Gen. F. R. Pearkes was 
named parliamentary advisor to 
ilie Canadian delegation at the 
United Nations' general assembly 
meeting in Paris.
“JYEARS AGO
From Ihe Nov. 1, 1961, Issue of 
rite Review
Traffic along I oehsidc I’Trive 
came to a standstill when black 
killer wliales were .sighted in 
Ba/ari Bay cruising towaid 
S’ictoiia.
4. *
lairgest crowd ever scaled 
under one roof in the history of 
Sidney applauded the per­
formance of the Don Cossacks’ 
Cliorus and Dancers. Presented 
by the Sidney Rotary Club, the 
concert attracted nearly I,()()() to 
Samscha Hall.
10 YEARS AGO '
From Ihe Nov. 3, 1971, Issue of 
The Review
Nt'arlv 700 paoplf (Ulr'iirlod ipe 
fii'st general meeting of ilie 
Saaniclt Peninsula Hospital 
Society. Louis Liadliolm, Claude 
Butler, Joim Buice, H.T. 
Griffiths, E, A. Hay and Mrs.




troversy, a majority on Cc'lural 
Saanich council voted to pur- 
ehase a onc-;icre proper 
waterfront properly on Brent­
wood Bay for $53,100,
Hie hesi weapon against blin- 
Ci Still picvenlloii, i lie 
Canadian National Insiiiuie for 
the Blind reminds you (hat safety 
ami conmion sense save triore 
eyes in Canada than all the 
tcMUirch in the world.
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many more. Bulbs of all kinds 
coming through and lily of the 
valley running riot!
An ornamental weeping 
cherry, just outside the window, 
as 1 write is a refreshing and 
beautious sight. There are several 
other splashes of colour but Anne 
is not here as 1 write, and 1 don’t 
know their names!!
Finances — always a problem, 
are better now than heretofore.
At first the value of the Canadian 
dollar was so very low that the 
exchange on my old age pension 
and war pension was rather 
worrying; however recently the 
Canadian dollar has incrased in 
value considerably, so that now 
we can eat quite well.
1 paid cash $4',200 for a four- 
year-old mini car, but since I eat 
butter glutinously, we will 
balance the amount in time 
becau.se butter is only 88 cents per 
500 grams, less than margarine. 
Tea and cheese are less expensive 
than in Canada.
We were attending Saint 
Andrews Church in Sidney, prior 
to our leaving and now we attend 
Saint Andrews, Taupo.
Most of all we miss our friends 
on the peninsula, but 1 avoid 
crying, in case some one catches 
me!
Having always had a dog 
and/or cat, now we have neither. 
Dog licenses are very expensive 
and dogs are not allowed to run 
loose in the town area. We 
decided against having a cat as 
this immediate area is blessed 
with a mass of singing birds. 
Especially the ‘tui’ sometimes 
called the ‘preacher bird’ because 
he is dark in colour and has a tuft 
of white feathers on the throat. 
He sings several different songs, 
as well as whistles and trumpets.
We also have the lovely fan 
tail, who is small but has a fantail 
longer than his body! Others are 
the brown creeper arid blackbird 
who sings early in the morning. It 
makes a delightful awakening!
Already this letter is too long, 
so I’ll finish by saying that l am 
surprised that so very few of our 
really 'good friends have con­
trived to take the time to write us 
even a little letter.
G.R.L. “Bun” Warren 
15 Williams St.,




On Nov. 11, Sikh around the 
World will celebrate the 512th 
birthday of Guru (teacher) 
Nanak, the founder of Sikh 
religion.
Wc all know the symbols of 
Sikhism: the turban, the beard, 
etc., but hardly any non-Sikh 
knows (and even many Sikhs tend 
to forget) the sirit of Sikhism.
Nanak preached that there is only 
one God and that every man by 
his faith and good works could 
find favour before Him, without 
the intervention of priests. He 
denounced superstitious prac­
tices, rituals, idolatry and the 
caste system (which modern India 
is trying very hard to do away 
with. . .with considerable 
success).
The essence of the Sikh religion 
is, what Nanak calls “The Three 
Golden Rules”, namely:
*To earn the living by honest 
labour;
•To feed the hungry, clothe the 
naked, care for the sick, the 
blind, etc., to give 10 per cent of 
earnings in charity;
•To pray to the Lord and be 





The Vancouver Island 
Vegetarian Association has been 
communicating to the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation its dissatisfaction 
concerning the lack of acceptable 
vegetarian food available on the 
ferries. Enclosed is the 
association’s latest letter to Barry • 
Ellett, manager of catering and 
passenger services.
The group says it “plans to 
continue petitioning” until it sees 
some positive improvement.
We are in receipt of your letter 
dated September 25th, 1981, and 
thank you for your prompt reply 
to our submission regarding 
vegetarian items on your menus.
We can empathize with your 
problem of serving 60,000 meals 
a day, but we have a problem 
too, — we can’t eat even one of 
them! You say that any featured 
food item must have some form 
of shore-based preparation for 
ease of cooking, and servingon 
board the vessels. We assure you 
that there are mariy meatless 
' items that fit this 'criteria;' 
macarbrii aiiil cheese casserole, 
meatless soup made with a 
vegetable stock, tofu/vegetable 
pot pie, Spanish rice, stuffed 
tomato or green pepper, 
soyburgers, vegetable stew, 
Chinese style vegetables with rice, 
to name Just a few.
We cannot understand why the 
corporation would find it dif­
ficult to adopt at least two hot 
meatless items, particularly 
following your admission that 
dietary habits are leaning toward 
increasing emphasis on meatless 
foods. The logistics of serving 
food to large numbers of people 
should not become an excuse for 
serving unappetizing institutional 
food, nor for ignoring the 
legitimate requests of the people 
of British Columbia.
We are happy to hear the
corporation is moving in the 
direction of an improved menu 
but would be happier if we knew 
what kind of timetable you are 
looking at. Vegetarians have 
written the corporation before 
requesting a more adequate diet, 
and although they have been 
assured their requests would be 
given consideration, to this point 
the practical response has been 
less than satisfactory.
In closing we would like to 
thank you for advising us that the 
crews aboard the ferries would be ■ 
quite happy to set up special 
vegetable plates. However, it 
would behelpful if you would 
also advise the crews. Some of us, 
travelling on three separate 
vessels, requested this service at 
different times during the month 
of October.
Not one second steward knew 
what we were talking about and 
wc were charged three different 
prices for very similar vegetable 
plates. Apparently the pricing of 
this item is left up to the cashier. 
Furthermore the vegetable plate 
was uninteresting and unap­
petizing, not surprising since the 
cooks were totally unprepared 
for the request.
We hope you will see fit to 
provide a more satisfactory 






l am more than delighted to see 
we have four new candidates 
running for the position of 
Sidney alderman.
1 wish each of the genielmen 
good luck and sincerely hope they 
all get elected . We do so 
desperately need people on 
council that v,/!!! pull hand on the 
reins arid stop this wilfull 
spending of taxpayers money as 













Ron Wickstrom Is concerned about maintaining the quality of life 
in North Saanich, He is also concerned that a logical and rational
approach to planning and (irivnlnpriirint bo ristrihlishrift
Vote for: Ron Wickstrom
After speaking with the new 
candidates 1 support all four and 







Many well informed people 
write in these columns in depth 
letters on political policy, then 
say in all sincerity that we should 
write our MP’s for appropriate 
change. Can they not see the 
lorcst becau.se the trees get in 
tltcirway?
Tliough 114 years of hope and 
trust the West has been a 
disparagement in the House Of 
Commons. Deprived of our say 
in family matters by closure, on 
the pipeline debate. Hag debate,
■ constitution debate and the 
testimony of our memory to a 
century of theft through the tariff 
and freight rate policies, the West 
is indeed married to a usurious 
master.
Do these people bespeaking 
their wisdom think our present 
batch of elected representatives 
can change the current policies of 
today anymore than our 
politicians of the past could stop 
the injustice we have already 
endured?
Surely not by writing 
demanding letters, asking or 
pleading. Perhaps by begging? 
Under the ink of Westminster, as 
it now stands, you can count on 
not counting at all.
The dignity of responsible 
government must be shouldered 
by the integrity of the individual, 
and that individual should now 




West Fed Association [B.C.]












COME IN & SEE OUR NEW PREMISES
i
BIRDS — AQUARIUMS — SMALL ANIMALS 
TROPICAL FISH — PET SUPPLIES
Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30-6
656-3314
Boacon Plaza, 2317 Beacon Avonuo, Sidnoy
*nouIahan’s Wool boutique
HAS MOVED!
TO BIGGER PREMISES ~
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
Please Come ivi and see us at
BEACON
(Next to Spoonors Lnclios Woar Skinoy)








AND MANY MORE 
IN STORE SPECIALS
PHONE 6564533
< i I weas my Eomikas ail day 
so I can dance all night!’
Victoria Bertram, Principal Dancer, 
National Ballet of Canada
■ on a oair now For the utmost in comfort
Town Square 
, ySildes '; 
2475 Beacon Ave.





Cramblne plummeting tGmpora(uro.*5 with o wet road surface 
and you got block ico. Doubly treachorous taocauso you can’t 
soo It, Bridnostono’s "Black Ico" winter rodiols, dovolopod 
ospocially for this, are made with a special Ice Compound 
Rubber that gives you incroasod adhesion on icy surfacos and 
on all winter road conditions, For safety's sako, soo us for 
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Minor hockey at Panorama 
Leisure Centre is thriving this 
year, with some house teams as 
well as rep teams competing with 
learns from other associations 
and doing well.
Sidney Tire has played Vic- 
loria-Esquimalt No. 2 team twice 
in the past two weeks, gaining an 
8-8 tie in the first game but losing 
the second 8-6.
Beacon Auto Parts defeated 
Bob Whyte Marine 4-2, and 
Central Saanich Fire and Police 
Department downed- Canadian 
Legion 7-5.
Twenty-eight Pup B boys are 
having games among themselves 
and all of them are learning a lot.
Racquet Club 
downs Eagles
Peninsula Eagles lost to 
Victoria Racquet Club 5-3 
Thursday in a penalty-strewm 
midget rep tier II hockey game. 
Racquet Club had 21 penalties 
and Eagles 11.
The Eagles ‘had 44 shots on 
goal compared to 31, but only 
Greg Spicer, Peter Claasen and 
R. Montgomery got the puck in 
thenet. ■
On Saturday Eagles travelled 
to Duncan where Kerry Park 
skated circles around them in an 
exhibition game.
B.C. HONS showed some 
character Saturday afternoon in 
Empire Stadium when they got a 
monkey off their back by actually 
0 u t s c o r i n g Saskatchewan 
Roughriders in a must situation.
Their only promise of a 
sustained drive snuffed out by a 
first half interception, the Lions 
were never far from disaster. 
They were outgained by more 
than two to one, were usually in 
poor field position and they 
managed only one first down in 
the first 27 minutes of the second 
half. But they hung in. They 
recovered four of their own 
fumbles and two of Saskat­
chewan’s, they made two in­
terceptions when a completion 
might well have turned it, they 
were penalized only three times 
and they came up with the big 
play just when the guessing about 
coach Vic Rapp’s successor was 
about to start.
Most of us in Empire Stadium 
were thinking about trying to 
beat the traffic with an early exit 
when it happened. There was 
about three minutes left and the 
Lions, looking bad offensively, 
were in a kicking situation in 
their half of the field. It seemed 
hopeless but then Luis Passaglia 
sailed a magnificent punt over the 
heads of kick-returners and the 
Riders finally downed the ball on 
their eight-yard line.
Suddenly, everything was 
different and there was-a feel of 
victory in the air. The Lions 
needed only a single point for the 
tie game which meant the playoff 
spot, and they were certainly in 
range of that if they could hold 
the Riders. The pressure had 
shifted, and this time the Riders 
weren’t able to handle it. The 
reprieved Lions got that last 
break — the fumble which left 
them in possession only two 
yards away from six points.
Victory can’t be savored too 
long. There is more proving to do 
next Sunday in Winnipeg, and 
the Blue Bombers indicated they 
are ready for the Western 
Football Conference semi-final 
with a schedule-ending slaughter 
of Calgary Stampeders. But while 
it is a bit much to ;ex:pect the 
Lions to upend a club, in 
Winnipeg cold, which sedfed 9$ 
points against them in tw5 
schedule games, eliminating the 
club which has shut them off so 
often has to be a juicer. It could 
be close.
* * *
JOE HUDON signalled his 
return to B.C. harness-racing by 
driving Pat Lundy’s Fori Dean to 
victory in Friday’s feature event 
at Cloverdalc Raceway ... 





were also scored by Paul Megens, 
the young Ontario driver who led 
at Sandown last summer before 
deciding to return home, and 
Mike Slymest, who passed up 
almost all of the Sandown 
meeting ... there are good 
reports about the new Sandown 
surface, which stood up well in 
the rain . . . weekend business 
has been good at Sandown 
thoroughbred meeting but the 
hoped-for daily average of 
$200,000 may be out of reach. It 
was $159,746 for the first eight 
days and the meet average is 
likely to be in the $170,000 to 
$180,000 range . . . there has to 
be some wonder about why the 
Workmen’s Compensation 
Board is listed as a sponsor of a 
football program called Hash 
Marks . . . the National 
Basketball Association has a bit 
of an identity problem this season 
with rosters including 15 players 
named Johnson .' . . the Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer is in line for 
another award for ridiculous 
sports page headlines. The latest 
atrocity came after the fifth game 
of the world series, won by the 
Los Angeles Dodgers because of 
the fine pitching of Jerry Reiiss. 
It read “LA hurler goes from 
Edsel to Rolls Reuss.’’ That’s 
really retching . . . worse was the 
effort, and a combined one it 
was, too, given television fans by 
the announcer and commentator 
for the Sunday game between 
Seattle Seahawks and Green Bay 
Packers. That’s Incredible should 
be alerted . . . best world series 
comment came affer Regie 
Jackson, no golden Glover, was 
hit on the shoulder by a fly ball 
he was trying to catch. “There,’’ 
said an observer, “goes a player 
who helps both sides.’’ . . . then 
there was Bill White, a one-time 
outfielder who got a job as a 
television commentator, showing 
appreciation when Dave Winfield
of the New \ork Yankees 
reached into the stands to catch a 
lly ball hit by Oakland’s Tony 
Armas in, the American League 
final. “Winfield,’’ said White, 
“robbed Arma.s of at least a
home run.’’
* * *
LOST ANGELES RAMS have 
unique problems because they are 
owned by a woman. Georgia 
Frontiere, who brought players 
back for another team photo 
because she didn’t like her hair­
do in the first one, wasn’t able to 
attend the opening game this 
season but she sent a letter telling 
the Rams how much she loved 
them and asking them to play 
well. Coach Ray Malavasi, who 
looks a bit rugged for that sort of 
thing, read it to the players with 
as much fervor as he could 
muster but they didn’t respond, 
getting off to an 0-2 start . . . 
unless the calibre of play im­
proves, there may not be much of 
that envisioned wealth for 
professional sports in subscriber 
television. Not too many 
National Football league games 
this season have been worth 
paying for, the NHL fare has 
been deplorable and the New 
York Yankees hardly looked the 
part of the be.st paid team in 
sports. It’s getting so that only 
playoff action is likely to be 
good, and that is largely because 
of the huge salaries and long 
contracts. Most players with both 
no longer find reason to sweat 
. . . loose, high-scoring NHL 
play is the result of the youth 
movement, a lack of good 
goalkeepers and, mainly, big 
salaries. Players whose earnings 
depend on goals and assists have 
little motive to prevent them . . . 
Philiadelphia baseball-writer Bill 
Conlin may be still trying to 
explain what he vvrote about it 
when Montreal Expos replaced 
manager Dick Williams late in 
schedule play — “Okay, the 
players hated him, he was 
abrasive and aloof but the one 
chance the Expos had to win the 
.second half was under the lash of 
Williams. The timing of the 
Williams axing will rank near the 
top in a season of blunders.’’ . . . 
every American’ League club 
except the Baltimore Orioles has 
made at least oneTmanagerial 
change since June, 1979, and Earl 
Weaver of the Orioles, who took 
his present job in 1968, has 
exchanged lineup cards with 83 
different managerial rivals ... 
third-baseman Graig Nettles, one 
of the better New York Yankees 
in the world series, sounded a bit 
like an Irish philosopher when he 
said “I’d rather die when I’m 
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PARADE “FALL-IN” 10:15 A.M. 
SAFEWAY PARKING LOT. SIDNEY
TllCf ARWI WILL TAriETLACE REGARDLESS OF'WEATSIER.
WREATH LAYERS PLEASE BE EARLY.
WAn MEMORIAL COmTTEE OF SIDNEY
RYDER
RENTS TRUCK FOR MOVING 
LOCAL. & ONE-WAY 
LOW RATES
wnn ui oi Ficrs in briiishColumbia 
OVl in no IN CANADA
m RENT RYDER AND SAVE ON HOUSEHOLD MOVING COSTS.
lSjS
■HiiMniiMM In
RvHHf Tfilfk Hutilul'Hfid W«v Inr
NEIGHBOURHOOD DEALER
BRENTWOOD ESSO RREWI WOOD BAY
CALL 052-9631
UPHOLSTERY
Rosldontial & Comniorcial 
All typos of homo furiiituro.
20% off
all iipholstory malorial
unlil Or.tobnr J! .
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Timely 3rd period save by Sidney Freight's goaltender Mike Pierard likely preserved 3~2 win for Sidney Freight 
over Weatherguard in Sidney Men's hockey play Friday night. Tom Cronk Photo




Peninsula Dynamite in division 
7C2 junior soccer played short- 
handed on Saturday, but with a 
superb team effort downed Oak 
Bay Shop Easy 3-2 to retrain 
undefeated on their home field. 
Their overall record is three 
wins, two losses and a tie.
Tornados continued . thm^^^ 
winning ways in division 8 north, 
.blanking West Coast Savings 2-0 
on goals by David Birdsall and 
Bradley Smith. Outstanding play 
by David Milligan on the forward 
and midfield lines and Iain 
Campbell on defense contributed 
to the victory.
: The team so far this year has 
scored 19 goals and allowed only 
two, while winning five games 
and tying two.
Top Cats played well enough 
to win, with standout games from 
Warren Brander, Terry James 
and Andrew Ens, but failed to 
score while allowing two hotly- 
disputed goals.
Steelers, in division 6 B, played 
well but lost 1-0 to Gordon Head
Six-Packs
mugged
Labaits Six I’acks were 
mugged on their way to a con­
frontation with Allenby Ford for 
tlie leadership of the Lower 
Vancouver Island Volleyball 
League last Thursday,
Both teams had vvon/lost 
records of ll-l, having lost only 
to each other, btit before they 
could meet again to settle things 
tlie third-phicc Hammers 
knocked off Six-Packs 15-4 and 
15-12.
Alleniry ford defeated 
I lammers twice and also beat 
>'MCA, Labails beat Nooksack 
lo rim their record to 13-3, while 
Allenby 1-ord is at 15-1,
Shelbourne Hardware. Fullbacks 
Tim Street and Kenny Wright 
and halfback Tom English were 
outstanding.
Playing for Peninsula Wild­
cats, in division 10 east, Mitchell 
Werhun scored a goal in each 
half to defeat Prospect Lake 
Schellers 2-0, Despite pouring 
rain and a very wet; field both 
teams displayed good attacking 
moves in a very exciting game.
Kickers, in division 6A, fell: 
behind Prospect Lake Dura 
Construction 2-0 in the first half 
and never got tin tracked, final 
score was 4-2 for the determined 
Prospect Lake team.
Kickers’ hopes for a comeback 
were dashed early in the second 
half when a goat that went in off 
a defender’s hands was 
disallowed and the penalty kick 
was unsuccessful. James Redfern 
and Jason Bonneau scored 
Kickers’ goals, while Daniel 




The NO. 70 Pal Bay Highway 
bus now makes drop-off and 
pick-up slops in Royal Oak. 
Slops have been built on Ihc off 
ramps on both sides of the high­
way ai Royal Oak Drive. Now 
No. 70 buses on daylight runs 
Monday through Friday will 
Iraversc ihc off ramps at Royal 
Oak Drive intersection for those 
who wish to gel on or off near 
Royal Oak.
Miisln-oom production
Mushroom growers produce an 







65-75 LB. AVERAGE I
LB* 1.39
§ REGULAR SKINLESS BULK I
1 GROUND BEEF ° WIENERS 1
1 10 LBS. LB.^IbSS li n.,*1.19 1
8 , , Vvf^KlbL.lO.-; f.
1 Mon -Thurs. 8-5 p.m. Fri. 8 6 p.m. Closed Sat & Sun. f
2412 Bevan Ave , Sidney
i Accessories
656-7281
Andy's Auto Parts and Accessories would like to thank all the people who made 
our expansion'sale such a success, We will bo having programs likelhis Irom 
time to time, watch for them:
We had the draw for the three prizes on Safuiday, October 24/81 during the 
afternoon. The winners were as follows;
Mike Smith, Vancouver - Hawk Timiiuj Light 
Wayne Whitlock, Saanichton, Kodak Parly Time Camera 
Dave Stewart, Sidney, Chilton Repair Manual
Again Andy and Joyce thank you for your supporf.
Happy Motoring










• Ukrainian Painted Eggi
• Paintings and Prints
• Children’s Clothing
• Christmas Decorations
• North West Coast Art
• Photography
• Stained Glass
• Dried Flower Arts
Sunday November 8th 10 am to 4 pm 
Prospect Lake Community'Hall
5538 Sparton Road (oft W. Saanich Road)
FOR
GOOD GRROFNIMG 
WVICtllSTEN TO HftRRY HORH 
ONCFftXRROlOlOTO
EFFECTIVE 8:00 A.M. MONDAY NOVEMBER 
16th, 1981 ANGLE PARKING ON BEACON 
AVENUE, SIDNEY BETWEEN FIRST STREET 








The shoe with the beoutiful fit.
emfORT...
ML BREBSER MP
Isn’t that just like Naturalizer? Putting you at ease vvith the 
remember-when elegance of a soft leather dress shoe. And 
















Tan, Rust : T;
■ '&:Grey/':':'v'::'T
Simulated Reptile
• Brown, Wine;& 















Black & Brown Smooth Leather
Fabulous
Blue, Brown & Black 
Smooth Leather.
Ceylon










35 years of 6 years o| ;
Shoo Experience Shoo Experience ,
, To servo you to sorvo you
The Isimd
Shoe Place
Formerly Oak Bay Tyke and Teen Shoes





2215 Oak Bay 
Aveiiuo
Tuvsi, Utivuiglii Silt. ,
8 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
595-1144
2385 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
. Tuiitf.. titivugit Silt.
8:30 it.m. • S:30 p.m.
856-5822
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
All Our Meat is Matured, Aged, Grain Fed and Guaranteed Grade “A”
Cadets to lead parade
1 STEAKETTES1 i>oz: .. .. .ea. lUI
English Style « « 791 BANGEKS lb 1 SIDEBACON $1691....lb. JL 1
1 HIH0 $^19
QUARTERS lb 4 SIDES
The Nov. 11 parade meets at 
Safeway parking lot in Sidney at 
10:15 a.m. and moves off at 
10:30 a.m. to the War Memorial 
in front of Sidney town hall. 
Service begins at 10:50 a.m.
Scouts, guides, cubs and 
brownies will join the parade 
which will be led by the Royal 
Canadian Air Cadet Band.





Cadets will also supply trum­
peters for the La.st Post and 
Reveille.
The cannon will be fired by 
Admiral Budge Sea Cadets who 
will also post sentries at the 
cenotaph and man halyards for 
the flags. The Rev. Dave Fuller is 
chaplain in charge of the service.
Piper will be Const. Jim Earl, 
Saanich police. Also in at­
tendance — HMCS Malahat, 
naval reserve squadron; St. John 
Ambulance personnel; a silver 
cross mother; veterans 
organizations; representatives 
from the Canadian Armed Forces 
and the RCMP; MP Don Munro
and MLA Hugh Curtis; the 
Saanich Peninsula’s three mayors 
— Norma Sealey (Sidney), Dave 
Hill (Central Saanich) and Eric 
Sherwood (North Saanich) and 
Saanich Aid. Mary Casilio; and 
representatives fronv churches, 
community organizations, and 
.schools.
Royal Canadian Legion 
spokesman Les Martin says 
anyone who would like to lay a 
wreath in remembrance may do 
so.
At the end of the service the 
salute -will be taken by two Great 
War veterans in front of the 
memorial.
LAST ELECTION
OF THE ELIGIBLE VOTERS
DID NOT VOTE!
That's simply not good enough ... 
this year, plan to vote, and take a friend.
■ V ■ SIDNEY GLASS





















HOUSE OF RUSSEL 
HAIR STYLISTS LTD,
ALL BAY MARINA















SEA CHEST SAILING 
SHOP
















































By WENDY LAING 
Last Friday enthusiastic grade 
1 Is and 12s welcomed spokesmen 
from Simon Fraser University, 
UVic, UBC, Camosun College 
and the armed forces. Our 
visitors only complaint was that 
interested students quickly 
exhausted their supply of 
pamphlets!
•Pumpkin carving was the 
scene in our main hall last 
Thursday, as many students got 
into the Hallowe’en spirit. The 
money, collected from the sale of 
each pumpkin was donated to 
UNICEF.
•Visitors at our school Friday 
would have blinked twice as 
students paraded around in 
co.stumes varying from a bumble­
bee to the Three Muskateers. Our 
Hallowe’en Dress-Up day was 
lots of fun and the turnout was 
wonderful.
AND IN SPORTS THIS WEEK
•Our senior boys soccer made 
an exciting comeback last week 
by defeating Stellys 3-2, Oct. 27. 
Steve Hodges, Trent Bonneau 
and Todd Holt accounted for our 
goals. Nice going guys. Our 
junior soccer team suffered 
another disappointing loss, Oct. 
28, against Claremont. First half 
they couldnT get it together, but 
playdd an excellent second half. 
Final score was 0-5 for the 
visitors.
•The senior girls volleyball lost 
a tough game to Mt. Doug, Oct. 
26, 2-0, but came back to smash 
Lambrick Park 15-1Q, 15-8. The 
senior boys were defeated by Mt. 
Doug, Oct. 26 and by Lambrick 
Park, Oct. 28. In the Larhbrick 
game the Panthers came back 
with an exciting third game win.
•There was another win for-' 
' our junior boys rugby team, 4-0 
over Stellys, Oct. 29. Congrats to 
Richard Molnar who scored the 
try.
•Our girls field hockey team 
played very well in the island 
tournament last week, placing 
5th out of the 8 teams. They were 
defeated by Dunsmuir, 3-1 (goal 
by Kerri Morrison) in the first 
game, but turned the tables and 
were victorious in the second 
game beating Stellys in overtime 









a mobile practice 
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By CRANIA LITWIN 
Members of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees, local 
401, representing Vancouver 
Regional Library striking 
workers presented a brief to 
Central Saanich council Monday 
night.
In a statement the local 
charged that while wages are not 
the most important issue “It 
must be realised that wages of the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library workers are well below 
those of workers in most other 
B.C. libraries and even lag 
behind most junior and unskilled 
clerical workers in libraries and 
other public services.”
The local cited discrimination 
of part-time workers, lack of job 
descriptions and lack of joint job 
evaluation as prime issues in the 
dispute.
Strike action, according to the 
brief, was sparked by “pressures 
of an unstable economy which 
have greatly affected library 
staff,” technological changes and 
the fact that no longer are “most 
workers secondary wiage earners.
“These are the principle causes 
of the strike which is now in­
conveniencing the public in 31 
branches of the library system,” 
the brief said.
Aid. Earle Tabor, chairman of 
the VIRL board, said the board 
has replied to offers made by 
CUPE and the B.C. Government 
Employees’ Union but that 
“both unions have completely 
rejected the board’s offer and 
have not as yet made any counter 
offer.
“The board has modified its 
positions but neither union has to 
date moved one iota from their 
original demands.”
He said all “charges and 
counter charges, the press 
releases, the rhetbric, mean 
nothing unless agreement is 
reached at the bargaining table.”
y>:;;rO
::L.:cel€br^esi^
A former resident of Brent­
wood for many years, Evelyn 
Lambert celebrates her 90th 
birthday Nov. 12. Mrs. Lambert 
is a niece of William Towner, the 
original hop grower, both on the 
peninsula and in B.C. The local 
Towner Park was once part of 
the family farm.
No bazaar
A bazaar supposedly scheduled 
for Nov. 17 at J.O. Anderson 
Memorial Housing, 7601 East 
Saanich Road, will not take 
place. The bazaar was held Oct. 
17 and the Nov. 17 an­
nouncement an error by The 
Review.
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Sidney Rotarian Steve Wurster hands over keys of new bus to Nell Horth, president of 
Mount Newton Society for the Elderly Bus will be used to transport daily visitors between 
their homes and the Adult Day Care Centre. Left to right, Jim Lang, Pat Berger-North 




Christmas cards to be delivered 
in Canada and the United States 
mut be sealed, officials of 
Canada Post announced today.
Customers have the option of 
mailing Christmas cards at the 
first class rate of 17 cents or at 
the third class rate of 15 cents. 
These rates apply for destination 
in both Canada and the U.S.
To qualify for the third class 





IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS
LAW OFFICE ■
at









with STOVE and FURNACE OIL
ANHOUNCEIEPIT
PHILIP HOLMES & JOHN SALVADOR
We are pleased to announce that Salvador Agencies of Sidney has combined 
with Pemberton Holmes Ltd.; Victoria, to form the firm of Pemberton Holmes 
■^(Sidney) Ltd'? ;
Mr. John Salvador, a Sidney Realtor and Insurance Agent for many years has 
been appointed General Manager of Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) Ltd. which will 
be active in real estate, property management, insurance and mortgages.
Mr. Philip Holmes states he Is delighted to have a stake in the future of the 
Peninsula.
The office will be staffed by Kai Jacobson, Giles Perodeau and Joan Callahan 
(Real Estate Department) - Joan specialises in Gallano Island Properties, Lucy 
Whitehouse.-Autoplan and accounting.
The Office will be working closely with Pemberton Holmes offices in Victoria 
and Ganges and is associated with Independent Brokers across Canada and the 
U.S.A. through RELOCAN.
PEEVIBERTON HOLMES (SIDNEY) LTD.





When someone stole a pickup 
truck belonging to Mike 
McGimpsey, from Lochside 
Drive in Saanich on Saturday 
night he didn’t just notify the 
police, he went looking for it.
At 5:30 p.m. Sunday he and his 
son found the truck parked in the 
6300 block Rodolph Road in 
Central Saanich. They were 
about to contact police when they 
saw a youth ride up on a bicycle, 












FOR JAN. 20th DEPARTURE
Sails fmm FWdamis Wl^:
' * **
Sailing from America's most convenient gateway port to the Caribbean ; .?. tlie' 
ship that has become a legend in her own time for excellence during her career of 
year-round cruises from New York, now ushers in a new era of luxury in winter 
cruising from Florida!
Unsurpassed Spaciousness ..;
Alrhost;4Pi000 tonSian4;cmly.950 :.,? 
passengers
Unsurpassed Elegance . . .
First choice of discriminating 
passengers year after year - 
Unsurpassed Service .
Home Lines Famous Italian Personnel
r
Starting Dec. 19, 1981 from Port 
Everglades/Ft. Lauderdale
all sailings ,117 PM
10 Cruises of Sparkling Variety . . .
Dec. 19-14 Dtys-a Ports 
Jan. 2- 7 Day$-3 Porta 
Jan. 9-11 DAys-S Ports 
Jan. 20-10 Days-S Ports 
Jan. 30- 7 Days-3 Ports 
Fob. 6-14 Days-B Ports 
Fob. 20-11 Days-6 Porta 
Mar. 3-10 Days-5 Ports 
Mar. 13- 7 DBys-3 Ports 
Mar. 20-11 Oays-6 Ports
All Doubln Cabins H,ive 2 Lower Bods. Panamanian Regisiry.
SPECIAL ESCORTED 
DEPARTURE!
On Jan. 20 Cruise. Join a group from 
Victoria
VISIT ST. THOMAS/MONTSERAT/ 
BARBADOS/ANTIGUA/ST. MARTEN 
Rates from U.S. $1285iaBLocc)
PLUS SPECIAL AIR FARE
P|PhM
[ 81ml 8 fl
NOTICE OF PDLL
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Public nolico is given lo the electors of the municipalily that a poll Is nncossary ai Ihe election now pending, and that Iho persons nominated as candidates at 
the Dioclion, lor whom votes will be received, are:
RANGEL Julian Roland James Mayor 2 Year Term 11054 Klltiwako Place Naval Olllcor
WESTWOOD George Douglas Mayor 2 Year Term 9705 Gloneig Avenue Businessman ;
CORNFORD Alan Bruce Alderman 2 Year Term 655 Bradley Dyne Road Research Manager
GUMMING James Broadfood Alderman 2 Year Term 1780 Lands End Road Rollrod
HACK Olio Henry Alderman 2 Year Term 495 Norris Road Soml-relirod
PARROT Harold Noel Alderman 2 Year Term 9620 Ardmore Drive Retired
ZANTVOORT Frederick Alderman 2 Year Term 658 Braomar Avonuo Businessman
BINGHAM Dormid Lockhart Cameron Alderman 1 Year Term 9646 Ardmore Drive , Rclitod Professor o( Surgery
DAVIS Trevor Crombio Maitland Alderman 1 Year Term 9080 Ardmore Drive Consulting Engineer
FARTHING Edgar Grahamo Alderman 1 Year Term 975 Tuam Road Rollrod
HERLINVEAUX Richard Henry Alderman 1 Year Term 935 Birch Road Oceanrjgraphor
HOPE Robert Stuart Alderman 1 Year Term 2130 Neptune Road Technical Draftsman
HORTH Nellie Alderman 1 Year Term 10837 Deep Cove Road Retired
McRAE . Philip Alderman 1 YoarTorm^ 567 Cromar Road Marino Engineer
POOLE Dylis Jacqueline Alderman 1 Year Term 2294 Tryon Road Housewife
TERRELL David Stephen Alderman 1 Year Term 1684 Maynovlow Terrace College Instructor
ULMER Ronald Gordon Alderman 1 Year Term 1890 Mills Road Soml-rotired Businossman
WICKSTROM Ronald Wllljam Alderman 1 Year Term 8583 Emard Terraco Toachor
DAVIS Trevor Crombio Malllanrl School Trustno 2 Year Term 9080 Ardmore Drive Consulllng Engineer
PARROTT Rubymay School Tfusico 2 Year Term 9620 Ardmore Drive Housewife
The poll will be opened at ihe Municipril Office, 1620 Mills Ro.id, North Saanich, B.C,, on Satuid.iy, Iho lwonly-(irs| (21sl) day o( November, 1981, bet­
ween liiu hours oieighio'cleik ..mtl eight o'clock p,in. ,
An Advance Poll shall be open al iho Muncipal OKico on Thursday, Ihe nineteenth (19th) and Friday. Iho twentieth (20th) days ol Novomhtfr, 1981, between
the hourc of nine o'clock a m. and four'o’cloci'p.m, :








Town administrator Geoff 
Logan announced Monday the 
names of local people of com­
mercial and rented residential 
properties who are behind with 
their taxes.
At an Oct. 26 council meeting 
Sidney council agreed the names 
of delinquent taxpayers would be 
published and legal action taken 
against them.
Legan said the names have now 
been referred to the town’s 
solicitor for action.
Hylco Holdings Ltd. - $4,050; 
Style Tone Cleaners Ltd. - 
$3,251; Ganderton Plumbing and 
Heating Ltd. - $2,297; T.K. Sales 
Ltd. - $1,464; D. Latham - 
$9,651; M.C. Williams - $2,474; 
Arbay Holdings Ltd. - $2,153.
Pickering Investments Ltd. - 
$3,851; K.J. Zmuda - $1,545; 
Clipper Restaurant Ltd. -$2,616; 
W.G. Mitton and K.J. Gardiner- 
$2,208; T. Huberts - $1,779; S.E. 
Hyldig - $1,271; Sidney Animal 
Medical Centre Ltd. - $2,246.
A.J. Timmis - $2,091; M.S. 
Baldwin - $2,314; Vista Homes 
Ltd. - $29,257; Blaney Terminals 
Ltd. - $857; R.B. Wyckham - 
$r,249; H. Struck - $1,684; G, 
Hawrys-$1,089.
Amherst Gardens Ltd. - 
$2,580; J. Blech - $669; R.M. 
Watt - $1,148; H. Batey - $2,298; 
D. Davis - $815; Karbin 
Investments Corp. - $2,122; D.E. 
Campbell - $720.
R.J. Muller - $825; R.E. 
Henderson - $720; R. Mayer - 
$825; W. Booth-$833.
Total approx. $92,500.
The ( fireworks and bonfire 
cancelled by the Town of Sidney 
due to poor weather Hallowe’en 
night will take place at 7:30 p.m. 
in Tu 1 ista Park. Everyo ne 
■iwelcbme.(
UNIQUE
Tho only wny to place your 
claasiflod ad In 74 nowapnpors 
throughout B,C, fl. tho Yukon, 










By SARAH BONNER 
Stelly’s cinema season starts 
off Nov. 5 with the smash hit 
Nine to Five starring Dolly 
Parton, Jane Fonda and Lily 
Tomlin. The film starts at 7:30 
p.m. at the school and admission 
is $2. On Nov. 7, Walt Disney’s 
Escape, from Witch Mountain 
will be shown at 2 p.m., ad­
mission $1.25. Everyone is 
welcome to view these movies.
Congratulations to the senior 
girls volleyball team who beat 
Esquimau school in a hard- 
fought match last week.
The senior girls basketball
team raised over $1,700 on their 
casino night held on Oct. 23. 
Thank you to everyone who 
came, for their fantastic support. 
The girls and coach Peter Mason 
worked hard to make it a success 
and the money raised will aid in 
offsetting expenses when the 
team travels to San Francisco in 
December.
Two senior students, Sally 
Yonge and Alexander Dworak, 
represented Stelly’s at a 
Counterattack seminar last week. 
Many students from throughout 
the province attended the con­
ference at the Vancouver Hotel.
Costume Day last Friday went 
over well with many people 
keeping ■ to the theme of 
Hallowe’en. A pumpkin carving 
contest was held with first prize 
going to the senior girls 
fieldhockey team. Prize for the 
most original costume went to 
Janine Norgaard who was a 
butterfly, Chris Ford, our prime 
minister won the most 
outrageous award as a “Tu- 
Tued” ballet dancer. The ‘most 
embarrassing” costume award 
went to Ray Francis, who dressed 
and acted like an incredibly
authentiv. looking street-walker. 
Many thanks to Mary Antolin, 
Marg Clifford and Barbara 
Dods, our secretaries, forjudging 
both events.
Stelly’s first dance of the year 
will be held Nov. 10, the theme 
being Peace and the ‘60s. Many 
students have already, bought 
their tickets, costumes in the 
theme are being encouraged.
Teacher Chris Harker adds this 
note to Sarah’s column.
‘‘Sarah is reluctant to write 
about herself, however, last week 
against strong competition, she 
was selected as the local Rotary 
Club exchange candidate. This 
means Sarah will have an op­
portunity to go to school for one 
year in a foreign country. We are 
proud of Sarah at Stelly’s and 
wish her the best of luck.”
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
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North Saanich mayoralty 
candidate Jay Rangel was born 
46 years ago in Japan, where his 
father had an import-export 
business, and he was interned 
there during World War II. 
Civilian internees, in his ex- 
p>erience, were not treated badly.
After the war he came to 
Victoria, where an aunt and uncle 
lived, and finished high school. 
His first job was on a 
weathership, and then he worked 
a year in a bank before joining 
, the navy in 1954 as a cadet.
His 28 years of service included 
sea time on three destroyers, a 
cruiser and frigate, but his 
present duties are on shore as 
base supply officer at Esquimau. 
While in the navy he obtained a 
bachelor’s degree in zoology.
To run for mayor he had to 
obtain approval up the chain of 
command to the chief of defence 
staff, but that proved to be no 
problem, since armed forces 
policy is to encourage servicemen 
to contribute to their com­
munities in non-partisan ways.
While he has received no 
assurance that he will not be 
transferred in the next two years 
if elected, he expects to serve the 
full term, barring some military 
emergency.
He thinks the mayor of a small 
municipality should make that a
full-time job, but should leave 
administration to the staff, and 
he considers that the voters 
settled that issue at the last 
election.
He wants more participation 
from the community in municipal 
affairs and would explore the 
possibility of having people who 
are not council members serve on 
council commutes.
Their recommendations would 
still have to come to council, but 
he would like to get away from 
having everything “recycled 
among the same seven people.’’
Rangel stresses the need for 
harmony on council, and believes 
he has good communications 
with all present council members, 
in spite of disagreements, and 
that most of them favor him for 
mayor.
He considers the Wain Road 
waterline dispute “dead and 
buried,’’ and would like to 
appoint a qualified committee to 
bring in a water strategy, with 
detailed plans to be presented at 
public information meetings 
before adoption.
As mayor he would not be 
council’s representative on the 
Capital Regional District, which 
he thinks “should not be a 
mayor’s club.’’
He considers the protection of 
agriculture is the best way to
Jay Rangel
maintain rural amenities, and 
that there is a real danger of 
vegetable imports from 
California not being available in 
future, so preservation of all land 
with agricultural potential is 
essential.
This includes maintaining good 
buffer zones to keep urban 
pressures away from agricultural 
holdings.
Foreshore is also very im­
portant, and should be managed 
on the basis of scientific advice to 
allow maximum public use while 
at the same time protecting it. 
For this he considers the new 
environmental advisory com­
mission a step in the right 
direction.
George Westwood’s con­
nection with North Saanich goes 
back to 1956, although as a naval 
aviator he lived here only off and 
on until his retirement in 1973 
with 30 years service.
He was elected alderman in 
1974 and continued in that office 
until he was elected mayor for the 
1978-79 term. He was also the 
elected regional director for 
North Saanich for his last three 
years on council, and now that 
the director is appointed by 
council he thinks the mayor 
should serve, as the CRD has 
become “a council of mayors.’’
His record of public service 
includes executive positions on 
the Mount Newton Society for 
the Elderly, church and legion 
work and participation in cancer 
society campaigns. He is also a 
past-president of the Sidney- 
North Saanich local of the 
federal Progressive Conservative 
Party, but stresses he has no 
political ambitions beyond being 
mayor of North Saanich.
He is seeking a return to the 
mayor’s chair because he feels 
council in the past two years has 
been a “do nothing’’ group 
which has municipal affairs “in a 
tremendous muddle’’ through 
delay and procrastination.
Public discontent is evidenced, 
he says, by the number of can­
must
Rubymay Parrott; has sat on 
Saanich school board for 14 
years, is currently president of 
the Canadian School Trustees’ 
Association and is the first 
person in the country to be 
elected to that office for two 
years in succession.
Parrott was, previously 
president of the B.C. School 
Trustees’ Association and in 1980 
was selected to be a member of 
the Canadian delegation to the 
eighth Commonwealth 
Education Conference in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka, Cylone.
But those 14 years working for 
education isn’t enough for 
Parrott — there is still much she 
wants to accomplish. Most 
important of all, she believes in 
many programs the school board
has started and wants to make 
sure they continue.
“I believe that for the 
philosophy of a school system to 
be truly successful it must meet 
the needs of every child,” she 
says. And Parrott insists that in 
today’s educational system in the 
school district those needs are 
being met — from the slow 
learners to the bright ones and 
including children “who used to 
be hidden in attics”, youngsters 
mentally and physically han­
dicapped.
“We’re (the board) are doing a 
pretty fair job,” she says. She’s 
concerned at criticism levelled at 
the public school system. 
Students in the school district did 
well, better than average, in fact, 
in recent provincial learning
didates for council seats this year, 
and in some ways North Saanich 
has become “the laughing stock 
of the CRD.”
Among the things that have 
been neglected he lists a CRD 
shoreland protection study done 
for North Saanich in 1979 and 
then shelved.
The capital improvement 
program which should com­
plement the regional plan has 
never been developed, and the 
road rebuilding program has 
fallen below the mileage required 
each year to protect the 
municipality’s investment.
He wants the RCMP to 
continue to handle policing in 
North Saanich, and points out 
that having its own force costs 
Central Saanich $660,000 a year.
Revision of the community 
plan is a first priority. “A lot of 
compromise went into it,” he 
says, “some good, some bad,” 
and it was based on an estimated 
rate of growth only a quarter of 
what has actually taken place.
He scoffs at protests regarding 
the Hatch Point tank farm as 
“political rhetoric”, and asks 
why North Saanich has not urged 
the CRD to take responsibility 
for deciding on a tank farm site 
where it should be, within the 
regional district.
He believes that the mayor’s
mouse'
George Westwood 
position calls for his daily 
presence during the week, and if 
elected will have no other job 
commitment that would restrict 
his availability.
At the top of his list of 
priorities are a total water 
distribution plan with full 
engineering input, and com­
pletion of a financial plan to meet 
burgeoning costs for police, 
drainage, regional hospital, 
transit, road maintenance and 
other necessities.
The challenge, he says, is to 
provide the residents of North 
Saanich with a safe, clean, well 
serviced community in harmony 
with the environment, and to do 
it at minimum cost.
Rubymay Parrott
assessments. “And our students 
are doing consistently well,” she 
says.
Parrott believes “we need to 
think positively about 
education” and recalls that at the 
beginning of the century and even 
as late as 1929 literacy was 
defined as being able to write 
your own name.
Now, says the school trustee, 
“wc define literacy as the ability 
Continued from Page B2
Trevor Davis is unique in this 
election^ insofar as he is running 
for an aldermanic seat as well as 
for school trustee. The 68-year- 
old man held both seats some 10 
years ago and has no qualms 
about tackling the two jobs 
again. (For background on Davis 
see write-up for him on his bid 
for the North Saanich aldermanic 
seat.)
High on Davis’s list of things 
he’d like to do if elected to 
Saanich school board is to call 
for a referendum on French 
immersion “because each year 
the program gets more deeply 
entrenched.”
And he feels strongly about 
school board trustees — “un­
professional” people — making 
decisions that used to be made by
the p royi ncial : government r— 
“knowledgeable” people. He 
cites the curriculum in the school 
district as one example and says 
he’d like to see the government 
“get back into the act.”
His objective — to “reverse the 
trend of deteriorating 
educational standards and 
literacy and to establish objective 
testing methods to determine how 
much pupils arc learning from all 
the efforts and expense being 
supplied.”
Davis would like to “eliminate 
mickey-mouse courses and apply 
effort towards higher skills in 
basic literacy, historical and 
geographical nowledge, 
mathematical and scientific logic 
and proficiency in languages.”
His aim, he says, is to equip
Trevor Davis
youngsters to survive in an in­
creasingly hungry and com­
petitive world, and to that end he 
wants to eliminate programs 
which do not serve his objectives 
but merely add to total costs.
He says Japan will “take over 
much of this province” in 
“commercial penetration, 
building pulp mills, whatever” 
and Canadians have to be smart 
enough to fill positions as well as 
Continued from Poge B2
MU nanmiBMiMM
will make it easier tor you, the voter, to compare the 
candidates for local offices. We hope this will help 
you make, and exercise, a reasoned decision on 
who to cast your valuable vote for.
mss X.
has been created to encourage greater public 
awareness, and participation, in the electoral pro­
cess. The supplement will be delivered to the over 
12,000 homes on the Peninsula, Friday Nov. 13, in 
order for you to have time to consider, and ques­
tion, the candidate.
is a convenient package in which all candidates for 
local office have been invited to purchase advertis­
ing space, at special rates, in order to present their 
platform to you, the voter.
SPECIAL REMINDEi TO OANOIOATES
Many of you have already made arrangements for your advertising space 
in Decision '81, however;
if you have not already done so, the deadline for advertising copy is Fri­
day. Nov. 6. Contact John or Roy, 666-1151.
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North Saanich aldermanic race
Top priority is lond preservation
Dermid Bingham retired to 
British Columbia eight years ago 
with a lifetime record of 
distinguished service and 
achievement going back to Royal 
Naval College, where he won the
King’s Sword as best cadet.
Six undergraduate years at 
University of Edinburgh Medical 
School and five years of post 
graduate work brought gold 







eluding a Rockefeller Foundation 
fellowship for surgical research at 
the University of Michigan from 
1936 to 1938.
He served with the Royal Army 
Medical Corps throughout sbe 
years of'war, four of those years 
in the Middle East, including 
service in the western desert, in 
beseiged Tobruk and at El 
Alamein.
In 1945 he was appointed 
professor and head of the 
department of surgery at Queens 
Universtiy in Kingston, Ontario, 
a position he held for 26 years.
When he reached 65, his 
retirement consisted of a year 
serving in a mission hospital at 
Jirapa, in Ghana, and after 
coming to British Columbia he 
took a year of economics at the
University of.Victoria..
In Kingston he had a term on 
the school board, but did not 
enter municipal politics until two 
years ago, when he saw a chance 
to “lend a hand and to give a, 
different point of view” on 
North Saanich council, which he 
felt was spending too much time 
on trivialities and not debating 
the basic issues adequately.
After election he came to 
doubt the value of council 
members “grossly inex­
perienced” as himself, and 
suggested to the mayor that he 
would retire, an offer that was 
refused.
He gives top priority among 
municipal issues to the preser­
vation of the agricultural land 
, reserve.
But the main emphasis of the 
next council, he says, must be on 
the control of municipal spen­
ding. Major projected ex­
penditures include distribution of 
an adequate supply of potable 
water, construction of a satellite 
fire hall, assumption of police 
costs, and construction and 
operation of a new library.
He opposed the library plan 
favoured by the council majority 
as “ridiculously elaborate”, and 
joined the campaign against the 
Wain Road waterline on the 
grounds not only of expense, but 
also that it would not bring water 
to the areas that need it.
He favours retaining the 
RCMP to police the 
municipality, hopes that the next 
council will be “more har­
monious” than the present one, 
and is expressing no preference 
between the candidates for 
mayor.
Dermid Bingham
Development a 'slow retreat'
Jim Gumming came to North 
Saanich in 1942 with the RCAF, 
and bought his present Lands 
End homesite in 1943, at a little 
bay where they used to land after 
placing bombing targets in the 
inlet. He came back to live in 
1947, working as a general 
contractor in the area for many 
years.
He got involved in public 
affairs about 1960, with the Joint 
Services Board that preceded the 
regional district, when water lines 
were built to serve Curteis Point 
and Lands End Road.
When North Saanich became a 
municipality in 1966 he was the 
first reeve, and served as reeve 
(later mayor) until 1972. He 
returned to the council as an 
alderman in 1978, serving two
one-year terms and then a two- 
year term.
He has served also on the 
Capital Regional District board 
and the regional hospital board, 
of which he was chairman when 
he organized the peninsula 
hospital society. He was on the 
hospital board for three years, 
chairing it for two.
In 1977 he became the first 
chairman of the Peninsula Water 
Commission, of which he is still a 
member. He is also active with 
the Mount Newton Cross Road 
Home for Retarded Children, 
and has served on recreation 
commissions as far back as the. 
1950s and at the present time.
He views development of the 
peninsula as “a slow retreat, 
because you can’t keep people
Teachers care about teaching.
We care about the school 
system.
Above all, we care about Idds. 
That’s why we’re teachers.
And that’s why we’re trying to 
make some changes in our 
classroom conditions— 
changes that will help us to do a 
better job of educating our 
students.
This year we’re asking local 
school boards tc> negotiate with 
us — not just on salaries but 
also on die conditions under 
which we work.
We believe we can do our job 
better, and that your children 
will learn better:
If our classes are small 
, enough that we can spend 
more time with each student 
individually;
If we have some time during 
die week to prepare our 
lessons, mark assignments and 
do our other necessary 
out-of-classroom tasks;
If we are relieved of the duty of 
supervising students at recess 
and on our lunch periods.
We believe these are 
reasonable requests.
We hope you will support 
our efforts to negotiate them 
with your local school board.
Please ask your school 
trustees to negotiate working 
and learning conditions with 
your local teachers’ association.
British ColumbiaTeachers* Federation
out,” with changes taking place 
under tight control. Agricultural 
land should be “held and 
cherished,” and requires a buffer 
zone around it free from tight 
subdivisions.
Gumming has seen the cost of. 
laying water main rise from 
$56,(X)0 for a line all the way 
around Lands End from the 
highway to Chalet Road to the 
$18 to $25 a foot it is costing at 
the moment. He is concerned 
about keeping the tax rate down, 
but notes that in postponing 
capital costs council must 
consider \yhat costs will be at a 
later date.
And now that millions have 
been spent to bring water to the 
top end of the peninsula, he says, 
it would be ridiculous not to be 
able to distribute it.
He wants to see residents of the 
Ardmore area provided with a 
' plan fOr= water distribution^ and
all possible information about 
costs, leaving the decision up to 
them.
Gumming is supporting 
Rubymay Parrott for North 
Saanich school trustee and 
favors, but is not campaigning 
for. Jay Rangel as mayor.
Jim-Curnming'
mdiise :::prpg rd
Continued from Page B1 
someone from Japan.
He says Japan’s educational 
system is the most concentrated, 
the most competitive and the 
“toughest in the world.”
He warns youngsters must get 
into a position to compete.
“They must come out of the 
cocoon they’ve been living in — 
it’s not the real world.”
He notes the tax bill in the 
community is two-thirds school 
taxes and “the big gaping hole is 
the school system.”
System must meet all needs
Continued from Page B1 
to read new material and extract 
new information from that 
material.”
The expectations of the public 
have risen, she says, and 
student’s accomplishments have 
risen with those expectations. 
Half the youngsters in secondary
schools today would not have 
been there 15 years ago, Parrott 
says.
She says some students in the 
school system “won’t always 
reach the level of achievement 
we’d like for them” but “the role 
of the public schools is to sec that 
they achieve their potential.”
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Everything you want from 
and a little bit more
I
Safeway will double the face value of any
Coupon when applied to the purchase price 
Coupon item available in our stores
’ In store 
of the
Offer limited to one coupon per purchased item




In Retail Quantities Only.
This ad effective Monday through Saturday, 
Nuveinber 2ud-7li), 1981 in your Friendiy, 
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FLOWER SHOPPI
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$1,000 PER WEEK 
TILL SOLD
Three bedroom family home on 
quiet street in Sidney. Thermal 
windows, electric heat, freshly 
painted. Owner willing to arrange 
$69,000 mortgage at 14.75% for 
qualified purchaser. Price this 
week $90,900. MLS055495.
BRAND NEW, 14x60 (840 sq. ft.) 2 
bedroom. Must be moved, $29,500. 





Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
lot
Commercial lot in downtown 




Available in Deep Cove, half acre 
on new cul-de-sac with un­
derground services. Priced from 
$65,000 to $85,000. Owner 
willingto assist in financing.
HIGH DENSITY LOT
Available now v/ithin w,alking 
distance of downtown Sidney. 
Suitable for apartment buildingor 
condominium. Call listing 
salesman for details.
BILL MOSHER
656-7117 Res. 656-5584 Off.
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To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-11
MATURE LADY TO come in and look 
after 3 school aged children while 
parents are away on two week holiday 
and occasional weekends. Small child 
acceptable. Reply to Box "Y”, The Sidney 
Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
3A6. 4172-44
NO-STEP —3 BEDRM.
This delightful rancher has double 
garage, fireplace with insert, and 
many extras. An immaculate 5 







;Only two/years old and it still 
;• sparkles like new!; Large living 
r room vyith heatatator> fireplace, 
dining a rea, kitchen with eating 
/ space, three bedrooms; bathroom 
and large utility; room. :Weli 
; / landsca ped. Two ga rden sheds 
included. Existing First Mortgage 
at 1 IVt %.: Location near Sidney. 




3 bedrooms, IV2 baths. $25 mon­
thly assessment. Immaculate condi­




IMMEDIATELY, experienced dining 
room waiter or waitress, Brentwood Inn 
Restaurant, 5 nights per week. Jan, 652- 
9515. 4205-44
HeSp Wanted 'Help^-Wanted:.
VOLUNTEER SITTERS needed to care
for babies and toddlers while parents 
participate in a weekly l'/2 hour 
discussion group on Tuesdays, 9:30 - 
11:00 a.m. Transportation available. 
New Parents Discussion Groups. Call 
Brenda, 592-0516 or Karen 598-4675 
for info. 47
IMMEDIATELY, experienced coffee shop
waiter or waitress, Brentwood Inn 
Restaurant, 5 days per week, 4 -5 hours 
perday. Jan, 652-9515. 4204-44
Work Wanted :
MATURE RELIABLE PERSON required 1 
day per week (not Sat. or Sun.) for odd 
jobs in garden etc. Character references 
required. 656-2319. 4235-44
HANDY PERSON one day per week for 
gardening and odd jobs in the North 
Saanicharea.656-3595. 4230-44
Paper Carriers, 12 years and 
up required for Sidney routes. 
Suit youngsters after school, 
housewives or retired 
residents. Good exercise and 
money in your pocket!
Call The Review, 656-1151 
now!
TIRED OF WORKING FOR SOMEONE 
ELSE? You could earn $80.00 to 
$120.00 per day and more. Our 3-day 
SCULPTURED FINGER NAILS course 
will help set you up in your home or in a 
salon. Evening courses available. Call 






Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-4133
AGGRESSIVE SELF STARTER AD­
VERTISING AND PRINTING SALESMAN 
REQUIRED. Must have own car. Salary 
plus commission. Resume to Agassiz 
Advance, Box 436, Agassiz, B.C. VOM 
lAO. Phonell2-796-2288. na-44
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED,
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC, specialized 
in Volkswagen, Mercedes and new im­
ported cars. Whitehorn Service, Box 
1476, Banff, Alberta, TOL 0CO. Phone 
(403)762-3341 or home (403)762-2788. 
na-44
RELIABLE MOTHER will sit your child in 
my home, Brentwood area. $1,25 per hr. 
652-1068. 4219-44
HARD WORKING, reliable 18 year old 
female graduate seeks full time em­
ployment. Have office procedures, 
graphic arts and retail sales course. 656- 
0085. 4224-44
PiiliSULA DIREQORY
LOT WITH old house, $61,500. 656- 
3747. V RTS-50
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . .
21 ACRES WITH 1600 SQUARE FOOT 
HOME, natural gas, water, sewer,’ air 
conditioning. Good stock, rabbit barns, 
large sheet metal work shop, all forced 
air heated. Triple car garage, chicken 
house, graneriesL 50 miles S.E. of 
Edmonton. $ 120,000.00 for acreage. 
$160,000.00/excel!ent heating and 
sheet metal business an(i stock; onof- 
Ters. Must'sell, health reasons. Phone 
(403)688-2294 evenings. na-44





A well-maintained, two-bedroom 
bungalow yvith an attractive 
garden that offers charm and 
seclusion. Located near bus line 
and shopping.. Separate garage 
and storage area. Rear lane ac­





14 ACRES NORTH WEST OF FORT 
MACLEOD, ALBERTA, new home, with 
or without two hydroponic greenhouses 
which gross $60,000. Asking 
$195,000.00.Phone(403)553-2029. na- 
..44
WEST SAANICH ROAD, Well treed, 
improved building lot, 2,3 acres. 
Possible waterview. Call (206)842-8027. 
RTS-4 7
EXCELLENT NICELY TREED view lot in
new Ocean View estates subdivision in 




2412 D Beacon Ave.





AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
VVindovvs - Floors:- Carpets 
://Homes: &0ri 








1:30 • 4:30 p.m.
Sat. & Sun.
. 9348 Trailcreek Drive 
[Take airport road 
to Canora]
Summergate Village provides the 
best for those over 45 who enjoy 
attractive surroundings, no lawns 
to cut, and a recreation complex 
that provides almost everything, 




BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units,
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly, 
Sandown Motel, 652-1551, 4124-tf
WATERFRONT COTTAGE now rented.

















9240 Canora Rd. 
656-5352




















Bo sure and drive by 2314 Grove 
Crescent (off Amelia), and you'll 
soo a most attractive and quality 
built homo. There are 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, rec 
room, drivo'in garage, sun-deck 
off the kitchen, and all nicely 
landscaped on a 9G'x93' property, 
Please phono for apointmont to 




SAANICHTON, luxury, private, 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, double garage, adult 
oriented lownhouoc with fireplace. Small 
complox, no pots. $650, 652-4242 after 
5 p.m, ' 4220-tf
UffetiiraBe
IteiraMiee
TWO BEDROOM or larger unfurnished 
water (ronf ol view homo by ideal tenant, 
Mature couple, non smokers or drinkers, 
no pots or children, handy In and out, 1 
or 2 year lease. Will pay up to $500 per 






HELP! Single Mom wllli 2 school ngid 
children looking for basement or ground 
level suite, December 1, Sidney. $350 
max,721-01S2, 45
pQ^jj-Nf^JfO CWtXGE or"s^
15 mile radius of alrixirf. Over 40 
Christian prolosulonal working couple 
requires above immodlatoly, F’rofoi but 
flexible, fireplace antl/or cookstovo, 
waterfront and private, Roloroncos pn 
request. Please call D.B. Oliver, San­
down Motel, Brentwood Bay, 652-1551, 
Suite4, 4228-44








Free Estimalos - Work Guarantood
592-6554
'Contr actons'
New “From Estimate to
Personalized Installation - 
Service Three Woeks!’’



















RELIABLE REGINA COUPLE want homo 











located ip parks on |Mds, Listings and 
'“lien, Wc welcome oHcnquirlc;.. Liotingi 
wanted, VVhool Cstatos. Phono collect. 
Lower Mainland Divldon, 13G47-lQ0th 
Avemio, Surrey, R C V.vr 1H9.112‘5ft5- 
.1622; Kamloops Division, 90-180 
Seymour Street, Kamloops, B C, V2C 
21:2, 112-372.5711, The Wheel Estate 
People (D,I , 674 7), na tf


























!oi youi (Jiaiii illu nemls. Wuu(ii.!il 





Fot yciur flloclric.ll construction, ad­








Govofnmorit cortlllod iochniclan 
with 3[) voors oxporlcnce In EIcc- 








Rowirino, cloctric hoatlng roapjrr 
appliance connoctions, ^




2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 








Indufitrial • Roaidontial 
CQmmorcl,il Wiring 
i'ultfli (lutl Lino 'Wui K
Quality Worlimanshlp 












Trucking, Excavating and Backhoo
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Work Wanted
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno Von 
Schuckmann, 656-9184 after 5 p.m. tf
YOUNG COUPLE AVAILABLE TO 
MANAGE MOTEL beginning January 15, 
1982. Short or long term! Experienced 
all areas Motel management, main­
tenance. References, and bondable. 






72 MERCURY COMET, 2 door, 6 
cylinder automatic, radio, $2,375. 656- 
6119. 4015-47





Home & Oliice Cleaning Service
•Experienced workers available 
•Insured, bonded
•Weekly, bi-weekly, occasional or contracis. 
Please call lot Inloimation, 







after 5 p.m. (T.F.)
1975 PINTO station wagon. 1 owner, 
standard, 2300CC engine, radials, 
excellent condition, very clean, new 
paint. Ideal family 2nd car. 656-3733 
evenings. RTS-50
1974 MAZDA WAGON, reliable tran-
sportation, radio, rebuilt piston engine, 
many new parts. New mounted snow 
tires. Some rust. Asking $1,200. RTS-52 
'68 DODGE POLARA, runs well, must
sell or will trade for small boat. 656- 
0031. RTS-48
1978 HONDA ACCORD Hatchback.
Silver with black interior. Spotless 
condition, well maintained, lady driven, 









1978 CAT 966C Wheel Loader with 
Grapple R.O.P.S. Good condition. Heavy 
duty guarding and fenders. 450 hours on 
rebuild. Warrant available. Phone 112- 
395-3488,100 Mile House, B.C. na-44 
CAT D6C FIAT ALLIS 12GB 3 yard track, 
FIAT ALLIS 745 yard rubber, soil 
processor 200 yard hour, Mack Dump. 
Phone 112-923-6568. na-44
BOY'S AFX dirt bike, $55; beginner’s
bike, $25. Both in good condition. 656- 
2085. 4243-44
CHESTERFIELD SUITE; rocker chair;
armchair; loveseat; hostess chairs; foot 
stool; lamps. Excellent condition, 
reasonable. 656-6187. 4240-44
4" PLANER and motor. Excellent con­
dition, 656-2034. 4233-44
GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT. Like new
Shields adult trike. Offers on $250. 652- 
1428. 42342-44
SHUFFLE BOARD. Ideal Christmas Gift.
Bob Wood Brand. (Woodwards). 3 games 
in one. Rocks and score board, $350. 
652-0506. 4245-44
TOP NOTCH, AFFORDABLE, WOODEN
TOYS, manufactured in Delta. Act now 
for Christmas. Phillips Enterprises, 
11952, 95 Avenue, Delta, B.C. V4C 3V1 
or Box 556, Surrey, B.C. V3T 5B7. 
Phonell2-584-5215.na-44 
LOG HOMES!! Rustic or contemporary
designs available; "Kit” or custom built. 
Choose Western Red Cedar or 
Lodgepole Pine. Western Contemporary 
Log HOmes, 1272-56th Street, Delta, 
B.C.V4L2A2. Phonell2-943-4714. na- 
47 ______________ _______________
COMP IV TG model in excellent con-
dition. 13 film strips plus $2,000.00. 
spare parts kit. $10,500.00. Agassiz 
Advancephonell2-796-2288. na-44
MAN’S WET SUIT, nylon both sides, 
"Farmer John” accessories. Fits 5’8”, 
145-165 lbs.656-5353 after6 p.m. RTS- 
52
HARVEST GOLD matching 2-door fridge
and stove with double ovens, $600; light 
brown child's Gloverall Duffle coat, size 
7,$50.656-6747. 4183-44
TWO PCE. SECTIONAL chesterfield,
green and beige. Excellent condition, 
$225,656-1820. 4248-44
KENMORE HEAVY DUTY washer, ex­
cellent condition. 656-6529. 4217-44
CHILD’S wooden desk. 656-1946. 4223-
44 
LIGHTING FIXTURES - Western 
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
Retail. Free catalogues available. 
Norburn Lighting Centre Inc.: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-44
CENTRAL SAANICH LITTLE LEAGUE
softball needs equipment! Catcher’s 
mitts, balls, bats, helmets, etc. Will pick 
up! Please call 652-1372.^
WANTED: Man’s bicycle, conventional
handlebars, 3 speed. Good condition. 
656-1480 after6 p.m.4244-44 
ANYONE WHO HAS or could make a
child's doll house for Christmas, 
reasonably priced; glass case for knife 
collection. 656-1941. 4246-45
WANTED: Large Bear Traps, antique 
anvils, collectable guns - Winchesters, 
Browning, Parker, Remingtons, 
Huskqvarns, write price and description: 
Pete Gooliaff, R.R. #5, Cathy Avenue, 










Individual health programs 
lor roost health problems.
For inlormation — No obligation
382-8102
Mon. - Tues. • Wed.





3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 





Golden Delicious Apples. Canning 
and green tomatoes, wallflowers 
and forget-me-nots for fall planting. 
Open daily 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Closed Mondays.
304 Walton Place, 










i Let us winterise; repair, 
or overhaul your engine. 
— Gas or Diesel, In­
board, Sterndrive or any 
make outboard.
Shcip Ltd."






Has become a chronic problem recently. We 
have the lacilllies and expertise to repair this 
problem but wc cannot do them all al once in 
the spring. Arrange now to have your boat 
repaired in our heirted shop during your winter 
lay-up. Complete irarine repairs also available
al Canoe Cove Marina Ltd. 
2300 Canoe Cove Rd.
656-5633 .tlST-Jt)
CANOE COVE 
School of Seamanship 
and Navigation
Oilers sailing courses loading succosslul c,in- 
did.ilos to N.ilion.il C,Y A. Ceitilic,ilion In 
Basic Coii5t.ll Cruising, Coastal Navigalion. 
and Advanced Coastal Ciinsing Insliucinr 
noveiopmeni Coiiises am also available.
Call 656-7131, 656-2768, 
743-2178 or Write P.O. Box 
2099, Sidnoy, B.C. V8L 3S6.
F|E-STOCKING SALE. Large stock of
unusual and used marine fittings 
drastically reduced to clear. All sale 
items must go to make room for now 
stock, Regular stock also reduced from 
To’25% includes Mercruiscr parts. Sale 
commoncos Oct. 31. Hours Monday- 
Sunday 9 a.m, • 4:30 p.m. Canoe Cove 




22 FT. SUPERIOR MOTOR HOME, 1972, 
42,000 miles, air condition, roof and 
front. Sloops 6.4,000 watt electric plant. 
656-7770 or4;8-3474. 4081-48
EXCELLENT ‘CONDltlON, if/Ffoyota
Chinook Minl-Motorhomo. Mileage, 
24,000, $9,500,642-4958. (Sooko).









i,:;(iil|.t‘i .Imiln ?, ih'iMi.u
t-'f.lj'.....-- l!!‘''1..11,11.,1’ .
V.ii' V'i'lirct il -
Hiir'di.(Il i> •■I'd h'th.,,
1033 TUOTfJ m
Vicloiia, B.C. V8X 21S 
479-3178
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS!
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker Door 
Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver, 112-985-9714, Richmond, 
112-273-7030, Kamloops 112-374- 
3566,Nanaimoll2-758-7375. tf
NEARLY NEW Kenmore heavy, duty
dryer, $250; lovely old cabinet radio, 
$65; solid, walnut hall table, $40; hot 
Water tank, $40; Super 8 movie camera; 
$35; Swingomatic, $15; Regal China, 
/Moonlight Rose. 652-1702: , RTS-50 
VERY LARGE studio lounge, drop back
makes single bed. Fine condition, gold. 
Asking$75.656-3338. RTS-50
SEARS deluxe baby bicycle carrier, new,
never used. Still in original box, $25 or 
best offer. 656-6038. RTS-50
GREEN BROCADE chesterfield and 2
matching armchairs, all skirted.; 
Excellent condition. 656-7808. RTS-50 
SPINNER in Oak treadle sewing machine
cabinet, $175; Leclerc tapestry loom, 
$25; Niddy Noddy, $7.50; hand carders, 
$10,656-3191. 4100-RTS-48
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut to 
size. 24 oz. 75c sq, ft.; 32 oz. $1,25; 
3/16 $1.50; 1/4" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works at 
9750 • 4th St., Sidney, Open Mon. - Fri. 
12;30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 12 
noon. Closed Wednesday. 656-6656. tf 
HORSE PICTURE, 29''x23", $10; green
shag rub, 6’x9', $25; girl's winter coat 
with hood, like new grey/blue trim size 
10, $40; good tops and pants cheap, 10- 
12.656-3291. RTS-47
4 PCE. WESTINGHOUSE component
stereo system, includes 2 speakers, 
turntable. AM/FM radio, mint condition, 
$125 firm, 656-6228. RTS-49
ANTIQUE OAK dining room table, with 6
chairs; 2 ollico chairs; portable GE top 
loading dishwasher; Moffat gold range; 
china cabinet; cross countr skis and 
boots; 1973 Gran Torino station wagon. 
652-0755, 4090-48
fVALli^rBOARDS'anTcu/tain rods' 
$35; .1 pictures in frornos, Canadian 
scenes, $5 oa.; largo doghouse, $25; 
Pachoriko game, $45; tree standing 
butcherblock,$350.656-6695. RTS-47 
SEARS BABY'S playpen'rwntTo fold
action, sides fold down for easy access to 
child, Good value at $30.656-G036, 
RTS_J0 _
LAfiorrD“sizrWN’STrrdian sweater*
zippered front, near now, $80, 652- 
2242, RTS-51
SoYsT/iofORCROSSlirKE; man's bike; 
boys 5-speed; C.D, aerial; old bathtub; 
40 lb. propane tank; 1973 travel trailer. 
652-3882. RTS-51
FraM, " bathinotto, “hlghchair, crib",
walker, assorted baby Items and toys; 
quality girls'clothes, birth to ago 3.652- 
3501, RTS-91
PENIHJi DIRECTORY
dI PMf ESSiOHS^ GOOHS Slil¥iCEI: / . /
RIPTIDE TRACTOR
///■-/SERVICE/::;':,/
Rotovating, Levelling, Landscape 
Preparation. Front End Loader/
Backhoe Work/Trucking
BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 








Ploughing, Levelling, Fence 
Posts, Digging, 50 in. 





■MRIKE EHGINES DIESELS GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
656-5633















*l.awns, sood or sod 
*Corneril Work 
•Fonclng








Factory Authorized Servi-Centre 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
/ Also Service for 
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
Mon. - Sal,
H:00 a,m. • '3:00 p.rn.
MJ/SUTHEHLAND





;Full Rcferemi^s / ::
• 22 years plumbing © New homes" 
experience in B.C. © Marine // //;: / 
j • Special rates for : instalUUion
pensionei-s © Coinmei-cial .
/ ^/ :
Ask for‘Heinz’
H.C. PLUMBING HOT 
WATER HEATING IvTO.; 
■: ://./ FREE^ESTIMATES; /;:;'
656-3733 '
The Sitka Mast 
& Spar Co,
(.U'ti.i rill
rw'TosioTAifwJoFft station wagon. 
Liko now, low mitoaBO. Must sell, 656* 
34l3,aJ.kforHiirok). RTS'47
FLEISCHMANN HO GAUGE railway, 2 
transformers; electric control switches, 
olfictric track switches, 2 stoam, I diosol 
engines; 10 rolling stock, automatic 
crossing, 13 buildings, street lamps, 
bridges, 90 straight, 45 curve track, 
Portly mounted, plus 72 now match box 
veliiclws. Gomploto, $b00.Ci5b-35.50. 
RTS-5 2' ■■
ELifcTRUS^iNOWso wfiigniichl ne vvilh
nttachmonts, cjvbinol model, good 
condition, $65; Pecan finish coffee table, 
62x22xl5Vi". Like now condition, $75. 
656-2603. IVTS-52
2 B/W''POinABLE'TV'sriwKJ'DDr>ddiom 
Nearly now I2",alsol0' ;6’*coinmorcinl 




Rosidonllal, Commorcial, and 
Golf Courso Construction 






•Cfirnent Work. Enncinfi 
•Malnton<inco
nv!|i I'ne i'l'
IliO t'llil) till inniiilily Iwti.n












. . 1 ‘
>■ , i ' ^ f*












"Big or Small 
Wo Do Tfiqm AH"




For all your Roofing Needs. ' 
Shakes, Singles, Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs
Moniings or Evenings
658-8130





•RCA & Zenith 
•Toshiba Storoos 
RENTAL TV’S 



















< mt$$ • 7iiit
Don't bo disappointed!., 









7117 W. Saanich Rd,
'RS2.|5«T
aWJdntt; etnatihlw*#
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INVITATION TO TENOER
SEALED TENDERS for the projects or services listed 
below, addressed to the Head, Tenders and Con­
tracts, Pacific Region, Departnnent of Public Works, 
Canada, 1166 Alberni Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 
3W5 wiil be received untii the specific closing time 
and date. Tender documents can be obtained through 
the above noted Department of Public Works, Van­
couver office, and from D.F. McLellan, 815 Wharf 
Street, Victoria, B.C.
SERVICES
• Interior Cleaning - Customs & Immigrations,
2499 Dean Avenue, Sidney, b.c.
Closing Date; 11:00 AM PST - November 30, 1981.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
PENINSUU
DIRiaORY













When did you: last look : at your 
valuable family; and; holiday Tilms?; 
Why; not give them new-life? They 
cannot be replaced but they can be ; 
professionally cleaned, edited, hot 
spliced and made to look as new. 
Write for full details, free consulata- 
tion and estimate.
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS









Specializing in new home 





Quality Work -- Froo Estimalos
Finishing Carpentry, Ronovnilons, 












Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
6564313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.













for Quality Doardino, Taping, Tax- 
turing, Suspandod T*Dar Ceilingt &
utc,sl Ctudlng. '
Commorcial and Rosldontial 
Specials on Complete Renovations 
Cali helm you itarl lor advico and 
li'tteoitimatfib. ■ „
In Business 10 Vear'i j?4hoiii<, 656*0244
SUPERIOR
REFRIGERATION
REPAIRS TO ALL MODELS 
FRIDGES & FREEZERS
656-3226
9812 • 4th Street
MlUi
STOVE ltd./
1 loifa Mcb(in»id r>aik nil.
A' "1..
Mnkors of fino 












Furnaces, fireplaces, duct work, 




YOUNG GOOD natured female cat, 
housebroken, free to good home. 656- 
5363. 4221-44
SAMOYED PUPPIES. Whelped Sep- 
tember 13. CKC registered, champion 
lines, show quality. Bred for vigor, type, 
temperament, and soundness. Phone 
112-355-2478. Write Box 147, New 
Denver, B.C. VOG ISO. na-44
Gsarag@
Sales.
PARISH OF SOUTH SAANICH Garage 
Sale, Saturday, November 14, 10 a.m. -
3 p.m. at St, Stephen's off Mt. Newton.
Admission, 25c. 4247-44
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7th at 10 a.m. 
9589 Waxwing Drive, 2 blocks oft Canora 
Rd. at Kinsman Air Cadet Bldg. Many 
good household and shop items. No junk.
4231-44
SUNDAY, 8TH NOVEMBER. 2279 
Bradford Ave. Wood panelling, hard­
ware, doors, light fixtures, 
miscellaneous etc. 10 a.m. -4 p.m. 4238-
4 4
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE.
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813-Fitth Street, 
Sidney. B
MRS. JACE. Psychic reader in Tarot and
Palms. Write problems and full date of 
birth with $ 10.00 to: 2633 East Hastings 





FEMALE SIAMESE dark Sealpoint an­
swers to "Coffee Bean". Misingfrom Old 
West-Verling-Bryn Rd. area since 
Thursday, September 10th. Reward. If 
seencall652-1353 or652-1566. tf 
LOST: Small dark grey female cat, 
spayed, wearing white flea collar and 
black leather collar with bell and red l.D. 
holder. Missing from 8123 Lochside. 
Anyone seeing or finding her please call 
652-1235 afters p.m. 4195-44-
Is^sSraaiKBeirBSs
UPRIGHT GRAND piano, $1,700. 656- 
4700 between 1 - 3 p.m. only. 4119-50
WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week 
service (or less) f rom $100.00 plus fees,, 
652-1353 evenings. 7“ ; ;tf;
ACRYLIC SKYLITES for do-it-yourself
and contractors only. Single and double 
glazing with or without openings. For 
fully illustrated installation manual and 
price list, send $5.00 to ALUMINAIRE 
INDUSTRIES, 1571 Pemberton Avenue, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7P 2S3. 
Telephone 112-986-6412. na-44
HAVE FUN EARNING EXTRA INCOME! 
Be your own boss! Start your own 
business, selling handcrafted wooden 
owls, etc. Minimum order, $200. Write 
today, Wood World, 4575 Harken Drive, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5G2M8. na-44
CASH IN ON INCOME TAX. Save money 
on your taxes, earn money by preparing 
returns. Write U & R Tax Schools, 1148 
Main Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2W 
3S6. na-44
TROPHY STORE PICTURESQUE 
CAMPBELL RIVER, lucrative and 
profitable family business. $30,000 
includes all equipment stock and 
protected area. Write 1584 Stag Road, 
Campbell River, B.C. V9W6E4. na-44
FOR LEASE, with or without nice four , 
bedroom living quarters, Grocery Store. 
Excellent highway location. Good family 
operation. Consider option to buy. 
Phonell2-334-3083. na-45.
NEW CONCEPT. Raise Rainbow Trout in 
your basement or small area of your 
yard. Save food costs. Excellent source 
of protein. Absorbing hobby. Potential 
business. You . don’t realize how Tittle 
time, space, money is; required. For 
further information send self-addressed 











I have a clear view of the direction 
in which i believe North Saanich 
should be moving through these 
critical times, I am renewing my 
commitment to serving you — this 
time as mayor, and 1 ask your ad­
vice and support. To face our 
challenges, we must have an 
open; harmonious Council, work­
ing together with the community 
and I know I can contribute to the 
TEAM APPROACH we need. 1
May I share some of my aims witli 
you;
1, A learn appraoch with the council, our stall and the community all working 
together to meet tho challonges,
2, To keep our municipality a quiet, above all modest, place devising bold, in­
novative ways lo keep costs down and streamline our procedures,
3, Preserving our piocious larmlands to keep our lood producing potential 
and to maintain our rural, peacoliil way ot lile,
1. Protecting our magnilicent nalural lioiilago - ospecialiy our loroshoro willr 
, rational, sonslblo yot sunsilivo policies.
5, Swilt, rusoliile stops to producing a compretionravo Norllt Saanicli Water 
: Strategy, ilius onsuiing domestic and liroligliting water.
. Sincerely.
656-6579




ST. ANDREWS Morning Group rummage 
sale, Friday, November 6, 10 a.m. - 1 
p.m., Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
SL 44
BAZAAR AND TEA, Sat. Nov. 7 from 2 - 4 
p.m. St. Mary's A.C.W. Church Hall, 
Cultra Ave. Saanichton, Homebaking, 
handicrafts, white elephants, dried 
flowers. 44
COMING IN PERSON to the Newcombe 
Auditorium, Victoria on Sunday, 
November 15, Robin Knox Johnson, 
famous ocean voyager. Tickets at 
Maritime Museum, Sailtrend in Victoria; 
Suntime Yacht Shop and Sea Chest in 
Sidney. Call Muriel, 656-2723 for info.
45
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS CAT SHOW. 
Garth Homer Achievement Center, 813 
Darwin Rd. Victoria on December 5. 
Open 10-5p.m. 48
BRENTWOOD UNITED CHURCH is 
having its annual Fall Fair, Saturday, 
November 14 at 2 p.m., in the church 
hall, West Saanich Rd. Info, call 652- 
2217. , 45
THE SAANICH PIONEER SOCIETY will 
hold its Annual Tea on Sunday November 
8th. from 2 - 4 p.m. in the Log Cabin 
Museum, Saanichton Fair Grounds. 44 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 14, 2 - 4 p.m. 
Christmas Bazaar and Tea, St. Paul's 
United Church, 5th and Malaview. 
Homebaking, knitting, sewing, crafts, 
white elephant stalls. 45
FOR ALL CAPITAL CITY YACHT CLUB 
MEMBERS, Relatives and Friends, 
handicraft and sale at the Clubhouse, 
Sunday, Nov. 8,1-4 p.m. Crafts, plants, 
books, white elephant. 44
FOUR SEASONS MUSICAL THEATRE 
needs books, books and more books. 
Also pictures and records for their 2nd 
annual Gigantic Book Sale, info. 385- 
3424. RTS-47
A CONCERT OF LIGHT popular music 
will be performed by the Arbutus Jr. 
Secondary School Bands, in the schpol 
auditorium, Wednesday November 4 at 
7:30 p.m. Both Blue Band, grades 9 and 
10 and Purple Band, grade 8 will take 
; /■part.,..,7 - -44
of Autistic Chilren, 
pre Christmas Bazaar, 9:30; - 3:30, 
Saturday November 14, Vic West 






Watorfronl collage for rent, 
North Saanich, available im-, 
modiatoly- noply lo Box ' M ' 
Tho Sidnoy Review, P 0, Box 
2070, Sidnoy BC V0L 3S5,
THIS AD HECEIilTLY 
DREWQVEH 
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MEN AND WOMEN are invited to join
this community choir which meets on 
Thursdays, 7:30 p.m. at the Canadian 
Legion, Mills Rd. Ability to read music an 
advantage. 652-9828. 46
TOASTMASTERS EN FRANCAIS meets 
Thursday evenings on UVic Campus, 
Sedgewick 68, from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Visitors welcome. Learn to expand your 
ability to communicate effectively in 
French. Info. 598-3729; 598-1316. 44
CHARLOTTE POWELL wishes to an- 
nounce the opening of her 
studio/workshop in handwoven rugs, 
afghans, placemats, handspun yarn and 
other fine gifts. Watch for the sign and 
follow the garden path at 9867-5th St. 1 
block off Beacon Ave. Open Tues. thru 
Sat. 12 till 5 or by appointment. 656- 
3191. AGent for Marks spinning and 
weavingequipment. 4192-44
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre offers classes, activities and a 
warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf 
PANDORA’S CLOSET. Finest New-to- 
You fashions, opening November 5, at 
9783 3rd Street. Quality nearly new 
ladies wear accepted on consignment. 
656-4169 evenings. 4239-44
DISCOVERY TOASTMISTRESS CLUB, 
2nd and 4th Thursdays, 8 p.m. Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Rd. Visitors welcome. 46
VICTORIA LEGAL SECRETARIES: 
ASSOC, dinner meeting, Tuesday, 
November 10, 5 p.m. Periklis Royal Oak 
Restaurant, West Saanich Road, Vic­
toria. Reservations before November 
5th: 388-5421 (J. Keating) or Res: 382- 
8067. 44
SAANICH PENINSULA CATHOLIC 
PARISH - FALL BAZAAR, Oct. 24th 
winners of raffles. Pansy Quilt, Mrs. 
Dorothy Moore of Queenswood; Bonus 
Afghan, Mrs. Reledos of Vancouver; 
Scalloped Afghan, Marion Million; Bonus 
Afghan, Karen Stchett; Purse, M. 
Mueller: Crucifix of the Risen Christ, 
Linda Kipot; Christmas tree, Debbie 
McGuire; Doll, Mary Elliot; Painting, Ted 
Grohovac; Afghan, Frank Rushton. 44 
THE SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND 
Christmas, Cards are nov/ on sale at The 
Jurnping Mouse .Book Store, 2456 
: Beacon Ave; ; ; 47
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS monthly
meeting November 4, SPCA Boardroom, 




Mr. & Mrs. Donald Hay are pleased lo announce the 
engagement ol their daughter, Victoria Lynn lo Carl 
Ovcharlck. only son ol Mrs. Doreen Ovcharick, 
Sidney, Wedding will lake place at St. Andrew's 
Anglican Church, Sidney, May IS, 1982.
(A222-AA)
Cardls•; ’7i ' 1,,■ J:.;.'
----- L 'F .L'ivL.',f' :.:;7Vflii
SOLES ■ The family of the late Ken Soles
offer their sincere thanks for the many 
cards and messages of condolences, and 
for donations to the Heart Foundation, 
Special thanks to Drs, A.G. Moffoot and 
George Woodwark. Our gratitude to: The 
Volunteer Ambulance men and 
Paramedics, who tried so hard; Carol 
and Robert of Emergency, Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital for their kindness; 
and all the staff at S.P.H. for their 
wonderful care during Ken's many stays. 





ALL USED BOATS & 
OUTBOARD MOTORS
SMITH • On October 28. 1981 at tho 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, Gilbert 
Ernest Smith of 6485 West Saanich 
Road, In his 99th year. Predeceased by 
his wife Louisa in 1942, ho Is survived by 
his daughtci', Mrs, Esther Galbraith of 
Central Saanich; nephew, Thomas Smith 
of Bolton, England and niece, Mrs. 
lllizaboth Smith of Brentwood. Funeral 
service was hold in St. Stephens Church, 
Mount Newton X Road, on Friday, 
October 30 al 2:30 p.m, with tho Rev, 
Ivan Fuller otticialing, Interment in St. 
Stephen's Church Cemetery. (Flowers 
gratefully declined, Donations, if desired 
may bo made to the charity of one's 
choice), McCalls Bros. Funeral Directors 
in charge of arrangements. 44
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